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The advantages ofowning the IBM PCjr.

Most of the good things about

havingPCjr around have to

do with the computer itself.

Hut some of the good things

don't, ifyou catch my drift.



by Andy Cunningham

My friend Jill here (its not

quite to the "girlfriend" stage

yet} likes my PCjralmost as

much as she likes me. Maybe

more. Every time she's got a

paper or something to do. she

comes over here to do it.

One advantage PCjr lias
over other computers is the

awesome amount of stuff

you can get to go with it.

Games, printers, monitors,

modems, joysticks—five

birthdays' north at least.

That's the way it goes when

you get a computer. Your friends

will expect you to lei them use it.

Some of them will even expect

you to teach them how.

I don't really mind. For one

thing, they're my friends. And for

anotlier thing, for such a power-ful

computer. PCjr is easy to learn. So

getting somebody started on it isn't

any big deal. (Especially

somebody as intelligent

and talented as Jill.)

You know all the

things you can buy to

customize a car? Well,

IBM has all kinds of things

(they call them "peripherals")

to customize a PCjr. If you want to

play games, you'll probably want

a couple of joysticks. If you have

to write term papers (it's not a

question of wanting), you'll need

a printer. If you want to connect

up to electronic information

libraries over the telephone

(you'd be amazed at how many

there are), you'll have to have

something called a modem.

What you end up buying

besides the computer itself all

depends on what you plan to use

the computer for. But whatever

you have in mind. PCjrcan prob

ably handle it. That's because

IBM designed this computer to

accept all kinds of peripherals,

including things that haven't even

been invented yet.

I don't want to get too tech

nical on you, but there's one

technical thing you ought to

know about the PCjr. It works

exactly the same as the original

IBIU PCjr SPECIFICATIONS
Memory

User Memory (RAM):

64-128KB

[expandable !o 512KB

Permanent Memory

[ROMJ:54KB

Diskette Drive

Double-sided,
double density

Capacity 360 KB

Processor

I6-G118O88

Keyboard

Typewiiter-style
Detached: cordless

Warranty

l-yea? limited warranty

Software

Runs over 1.000 programs

written (or the IBM PC
Runs both diskette and

cartridge programs

Display

40-andSO-column
Resolution;

4-cotor; MOh x 200v

16-coioh 320n 12O0v

Expandability

Open architecture
Option 128KB

Memory Expansion

Attachments)
13 ports lor add-ons.

including built-in

serial interface

Even ifyou dont know

exactly what all these facts

mean, you can still use

them to comparePCjr to

other computers.

IBM Personal Computer, because

it has the same microprocessing

chip (the brains of a computer)

inside it. That means that a PCjr

and a PC with the same amount

of memory can run nearly all the

same software. And that's im

portant, because it seems like

Sometimes it's easy to for

get, hut theres more to life

than just computing.

more people are writing more

programs for the PC than for

any other computer around.

I like to think that I'm a reg

ular, all-around kind of guy with

lots of different interests. I'm tell

ing you this because I don't want

you to get the idea that I just sit

at my computer all day. The

way I see it, a computer is just a

thing to help you get stuff done.

And since my PCjr helps me

get stuff done, it seems like I've

had lots more free time since 1

got it. And I'd say Jill's had more

free time since she's been using

it. So wouldn't you think the two

of us would have time to go to

the movies together once in a

while or something? Well, it's

like I said before. Not quite at

the "girlfriend" stage yet.

lbseetheIBMPC;rJu8tcal[l-H00-lBM-rCJK fora store near jrau.In AlaskaorHawaii. 1-800-4890^
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Simulatorn

D

. ourself fn the pilot's seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer for an awe-inspiring flight over realistic seen

from New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-fitted 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic vi.

as you practice takeoffs, landings, and aerobatics. Complete documentation will get you airborne quickly

even if you've never flown before. When you think you're ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerfat battl

game. Flight Simulator II features include ■ animated color 3D graphics ■ day, dusk, and night flying modes

■ over 80 airports in four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery

areas available ■ user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions ■ complete flight

Instrumentation ■ VOR, ILS, ADF, and DME radio equipped ■ navigation facilities and course plotting ■ World

War I Ace aerial battle game ■ complete Information manual and flight handbook.

tee your dealer...
orwriteor call for more information. For direct orders enclose S49.95 plus $2.00

(or shipping and specify UPS or first class mail delivery. American Express.

Diner's Club, MasterCard, and Visa accepted.

Order Line: 800 / 637-4983

MJ0GIC
Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820

(217) 359-8482 Telex: 206995
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WIDE,37W

/t's amazing how fast things change in the computer age.

Last year's holiday issue of ENTER included a story about

what we thought was a big decision for many readers:

"Should you buy a game system or a computer?" This year,

not one ENTER reader mentioned game systems when we

asked what high-tech gift he or she would most like (See

"Holiday Wish List").

We know that the computer world will keep changing. Com

puters next year will be more powerful, easier to use, and more

affordable than ever. In the December, 1985, issue of ENTER,

there will probably be things on our readers' "Holiday Wish List"

that you can't even imagine today.

My personal wish list for 1985 is short. I'm not expecting any

one to fulfil! these three wishes. But I'd be happily surprised if

even one came true.

• No more "Hacker Gets Caught Breaking In" stories. Let's face

it: breaking into someone's computer is a dumb thing to do. All

the energy that goes into accessing a store's database, or a

credit company's computer, would be a lot better spent on

creating a great computer game, or thinking up a clever use of

software. And then young computer users wouldn't be treated

with such suspicion, either.

• An end to TV commercials that say that kids will be failures if

they don't buy the 'Brand X' computer. These commercials are

dishonest. No one has to worry about his or her life being a

failure if there's no computer in the house. Computers can be

fun, useful, and educational. People should buy them for that

reason—not because they're afraid their lives will be ruined

without one.

• Lower software prices. If books cost $3 to $25, and records

run from $6 to $15, why should software be so much more

expensive? Software prices are going to have to come down if

computers are ever really going to be for everyone.

Whatever is on your wish list, we hope you have a great year

computing in 1985.

Ira Wolfman

Editor
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YOUR MISSION-TO SAVE THE WORL

A,%

As a member of the exclu

sive Anti-Computer Terrorist

Squad (ACT), your mission is

to find and reach the infamous

Elvin, who is holding the

world's population hostage

_± i under threat of nuclear annihi-

~~™ lation. You must negotiate a

path through the rooms and tunnels of his headquarters

trying to avoid Elvin's robot protectors.

Should you try to outrun or jump over the next

robot or play it safe and take the time to assemble the

codes needed to deactivate the robots and then to

find and stop Elvin.

Use your camera to photograph as many clues

as possible to find the password which will allow

you to penetrate Elvin's control room.

Your Mission—To Save The World, But Hurry!

One player; joystick controlled.

StrategyGamesfortheAction-GamePlayer
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'Feedback

BASICDRAWBACKS

I am writing in response to

the "Random Access" article

in the September issue ("Why

Programming Bugs Me"). I think

Stephanie Kaufman is absolutely

correct. I have had a few years of

BASIC programming myself, and 1

can't really use the computer in a

"practical way." I think it would be

much more beneficial to all

students if teachers would apply

computers to other subjects.

For example, my computer

instructor once asked us if we

could use the computer to set up

an alarm system for a house.

Though I have a lot of BASIC

training, I would never be able to

work out that sort of system.

—Melissa Miscione

Florham Park, NJ

KOALA SHUFFLE

I love your magazine. I

particularly enjoy the letters to

the editor section. Often times

I discover I'm not alone in my

confusion, and your answers to

others' questions have helped me

as well. Now I have a question.

My friend and I disagree on

who wrote the Commodore 64

software for the KoalaPad. He

says that Island Graphics wrote

Micro Illustrator for use on all

machines. I think he's wrong. I

say Audio Light, Inc. wrote the

KoalaPainter for the Commodore.

Who's right?

—Ellyn Freed

San Francisco, CA

Dear Ellyn: You are. According to

Koala Technologies, Audio Light

wrote KoalaPad software for the

Commodore 64 and the PCjr.

Meanwhile, Island Graphics

created Micro Illustrator software,

later renamed Micro Painter, for

Apple and Atari systems. The

source of your friend's confusion

may be the fact that originally the

KoalaPad software was called

Micro Illustrator for all systems.

The entire line is now called

KoalaPainter. —Ed.

PROGRAM PAGES

I think it would be great if you

could do one issue on

programming. —Jim Simpson

Esmont, VA

Dear Jim: You might say your wish

is our command. Be on the look

out for the April issue of ENTER.

In addition to our regular BASIC

Training, we'll have a super-

special Challenge, a "So You

Think You Know Programming"

quiz, and a lot of ideas for new

projects you can do on your

computer. —Ed.

POLICE POINTER

In your article "Rock on the

Road" (September 1984), you

mentioned a Police song,

supposedly called "Footsteps."

The actual title of the song is

"Walking in Your Footsteps."

Being an avid fan of the "Bottle

Blonds," I couldn't let an error like

the one you have made go by.

Please be careful on song titles

next time. —Cec Switzky

Sycamore, IL

Dear Cec: You're right, and we

shall. But in all fairness, The

Police's concert lighting designer

Nick Sholem did refer to the

songs in question as "Footsteps"

a number of times during our

interview with him. Obviously it's

easier to use the abbreviation

than to repeat the whole name of

the song over and over. However,

we should have mentioned the full

name somewhere. —Ed. B

WRITE US!

ENTER wants to hear from you!

Our CompuServe ID is

72456,1776; our Source

number is BBI113. Or write to

us at ENTER, 1 Lincoln Plaza,

New York, NY 10023.

ENTER DECEMBER 1984



JUMPMAN'SAGREATGAME.
BUT YOU'VE GOTTO WATCHYOUR STEP.

Meet the Alienators. A fiend
ish bunch who've planted bombs
throughout your Jupiter Command

Headquarters.
Yourjob? Use your lightning

speed to scale ladders, scurry
across girders, climb ropes and race

ugh 30 levels to defuse the bombs before they go off.
That's the kind of hot, non-stop action we've

packed into the award-winning* best-selling Jumpman i"
and into Jumpman Jr.^our new cartridge version with

12 all-new, different and exciting screens.
Both games force you to make tough choices.

Should you avoid that Alienator, climb to the top
'1983 C.E.S. award winner.

throuj

and try to work your way down, or try to hurdle
him and defuse the bombs closest to you

before they go off?
If you move fast you'll earn extra lives.

But if you're not careful, it's a long way down.

So jump to it. And find out why Jumpman

and Jumpman Jr. are on a level all their own.
One to fourplayers; 8 speeds; joystick

control. Jumpman has 30 screens. Jumpman Jr.
has 12 screens.

STRATEGY GAMES FOR THE ACTION-GAME PIAYER.
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'RandomAccess

EXTRA! MY SPECIAL EDITION

Being the editor of my own computer magazine wasn't easy—but it was fun.

BYANDYZIVIC, 13

for a few months last year,

I was editor-in-chief of a

computer magazine. I wrote

the articles, designed the maga

zine, and made all the decisions.

The magazine was called

APPLE ACCESS: The Computer

Magazine for Everyone!!!, and it

wasn't one of the bigger maga

zines around. In fact, it was one of

the smallest. I started it myself, for

kids and teachers at my school in

Hollis, New Hampshire.

I thought starting a magazine

would be a great way to learn

more about computers and meet

other kids interested in comput

ing. I also thought being an editor

would be exciting. I saw myself

putting together a slick 80-page,

full-color magazine that would go

out to thousands of subscribers.

It didn't work out quite that way.

I began my magazine last

winter. At first, I did everything.!

wrote the articles and programs,

designed the art work, and put it

all together.

That first issue was jam-packed

onto one page. It was messy and

hard to read. I knew I had to make

it more appealing.

It took me a few weeks to re

write and edit what I'd done. But

when I brought my new, improved

magazine to school, the reaction

was discouraging. Some kids

said it was boring. Others com

plained the programming was too

simple. I needed help if my

ENTER

magazine was to be a success

So I teamed up with some of the

Kids at school. It helped to have

other people's ideas. One kid's

father worked with a computer

company and was able to get us

an interview with Tom Luhr.s, a

game designer who had worked

on games like Appleoids (an

Apple version of Asteroids).

My assistants and I worked

together for about three months

before coming out with the fin

ished product. APPLE ACCESS

was 11 pages long, and had lots

of black-and-white illustrations.

The magazine included program

ming for the Apple, the interview

with Tom Luhrs, helpful hints, re

views and columns. And we

even had a programming contest,

with the grand prize an APPLE

ACCESS T-shirt. Everyone

who saw the magazine was

impressed.

Putting out APPLE ACCESS

caused me a lot of headaches,

but it was worth it. I learned a lot

about computers, made some

friends, and met a game designer.

I also learned a few things

about starting a magazine. These

tips might help you if you decide

to put out your own magazine.

First of all, don't do it by yourself.

Get other people's ideas and help.

Second, don't try to cover too

much. Any more than a couple of

pages at the beginning gets to be

too much work and too expensive.

I didn't exactly become rich

and famous. But I had fun. And,

after all, I started at the top. H

ANDYZIVIC wrote this column on an

Apple lie.

DECEMBER 1984



•■ ROBOTSOF DAWN.

BOOK BY ISAAC ASIMOV. '

Now, for the first time,

you can become Earth's most
famous science fiction detec

tive, Elijah Baley. In this text
adventure, you're the hero of

Isaac Asimov's top-selling

novel, Robots of Dawn™

Travel to Asimov's world of the future in an epic
quest to discover the answer to the eternal question

.. .Who done it? On a planet where robots outnumber
people, try to learn who is lying, who is telling the
truth and, most important of all, who is the murderer.

The victim is a friend of yours, a famous scientist

who invented history's most advanced robot, more

human than machine. With this sophisticated robot at

your side, you piece together elusive clues scattered
across a hostile planet whose government is deter
mined to do you in. Can you stay on the case? Can
you solve the mystery? Who do you trust? Your
success depends on the answer.

Asimov created the story. We created the game.

Now you can live it.
One player: Keyboard controlled; disk or cassette.

StrategyGamesfortheAction-GamePlayer



Askenter

BYDAVID B. POWELL

CUT-RATE COMPUTING

DEAR ENTER: I am very interested

in computers and programming,

but I can't afford to buy a com

puter. What do you suggest I do?

—Todd Hahn

Hagerstown, MD

DEAR TODD: First of all, you may

be able to afford a computer—if

you don't mind buying one that

has been taken off the market. For

instance, T.I. and Timex-Sinclair

computers may still be available

at some computer stores, and at

prices under $50. If you can't find

bargains like those, consider

taking a computer class. Adult

education centers frequently offer

low-priced introductory lessons.

You might also consider joining a

local user's group. Many welcome

members who don't yet own a

computer.

If you simply want to find out

how a computer works, the

Judy/lnstructo Company (4325

Hiawatha Ave. S., Minneapolis,

MN 55406) can help. They sell two

"paper computers" that teach

how computers operate. "Mister

Micro and the Cardboard Com

puter" sells for $4.95. It uses

sliding cardboard strips to simu

late program lines, memory

locations, and other computer

functions for six sample pro

grams. "The Amazing Instructo

Paper Computer" ($7.95) comes

with 16 programs. However, the

programming languages are

closer to Assembly than BASIC.

The 80QXL: more RAM than the 800.

-fff-

ATARI800VS.800XL

DEAR ENTER: What are the dif

ferences between the Atari 800

and the 800XL?

—Billy Magee

New York, NY

DEAR BILLY: A big difference be

tween the old 800 and the newer

800XL is the maximum memory

possible. On the 800 it was 48K

RAM;onthe800XL,64K.The

800XL also comes with built-in

BASIC, a HELP key, and 11 graph

ics modes instead of the 800's nine.

Not all 800 software will run on

the 800XL. Atari sells a diskette

called "The Translator," which it

says can convert 95 percent of

Atari 800 games so they will work

on the 800XL. It requires 64K of

memory and costs $9.95. If you're

interested, get in touch with an

official Atari users' group. They are

allowed to distribute "The Trans

lator" free to members.

HOWBIG IS A BLOCK?

DEAR ENTER: I have seen the word

"block" referring to memory on a

disk. What does it mean?

—Matthew Ciapp

Phillips, Wl

DEAR MATTHEW: ■'Block" is a term

used to measure amounts of data

on a floppy disk. Usually, it is the

amount transferred from

computer to disk when you use a

READ or WRITE command. The

size of a block will change

depending on the computer.

Before you can use a disk, it

must be "formatted." A format is

like a map the computer draws

electronically on the disk.

When it is formatted, a disk is

divided into areas known as

"sectors." This way, the Disk

Operating System can keep a

record of where data is stored.

Blocks are usually made up of

several sectors. Depending on

the computer, disk sectors can be

128, 256, 512 or 1024 bytes long.

So blocks can range up to several

kilobytes in length. (A kilobyte is

1,024 bytes.)

WRITING YOUR

OWN GAMES

DEAR ENTER: I have a Commodore

VIC-20 and wouid like to know

how to start writing game pro

grams. I am just learning how to

program. Can you give me few

tips? —Brian Bridgeford

Chino, CA

DEAR BRIAN: Creating a game is

one of the best ways to learn

programming. There are hun

dreds of books and publications

(Continued on page 12)
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IF YOU OWN A HOME COMPUTER
THERE'S ONE NAMEYOU SHOULD KNOW:

AcliVisioH

I -"--■ :* -

Ec^^rafe^a

:■';'■■■-■■■. ■.'■- ,;c:V!^

Activision's bringing its unique kind ofexcitementto your like The Designer's Pencil!" Adventure classics like Pitfall II:

home computer. We offer you the best entertainment soft- Lost Caverns!" Action hits like H.E.R.O™ Sports challenges like

ware for the Commodore 64, Apple II, IBM PC, IBM PCjr, The Activision Decathlon. And the strategy and action of

Atari, and Adam home computers. Realistic simulations like Ghostbusters!"

Space Shuttle: A Journey into Space^/nteract/ve fiction like We don't make computers, but we sure make it exciting

Mindshadow™ and The Tracer Sanction!1" Creativity tools to own one.

tnd.mirlotCollciJlnilBnrm.il.

IIW, ActnW3\ li: irtfimi-lolColjmlwP.turMMu



TIMEX/SINCLAIR

GAMES TO LEARN BY

Charles Warner

PO. Box 575

2 South Street

Williamsburg, Mass.

01096

413-268-7505

larbui
T/S 2068 Computer

T/S 2040 PRINTER

Program Recorder

ROMSWITCH

OVER -50- TS/2068

-40- TV 1500

includes:

HOME/BUSINESS

EDUCATIONAL

David Dubay

P0. Box 78

28 Claire Hill Rd.

Collinsville, Ct.

06022

203-673-7089

am

in:

1000

WORDPROCESSOR/GAMES |

VU-CALC

VU-FILE

VU-3D

FLIGHT I
SIMULATOR 1

DEATHCHASE

FROGGER

PINBALL

COIIPUTER T'SHIRTS

FOR CHRISTMAS
Tfte ULTIMATESottwete'

Command instant attention'

A MUST lor all computer lovers'

BRIGHT GREEN (LCD) LETTERS
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that will teach you how to start

writing games in BASIC. Here are

a few for the VIC-20 and other

computers:

• COMPUTED First Book of VIC

Games, $12.95

• Creating Arcade Games on the

Commodore 64, $14.95

• Golden Flutes and Great Es

capes: How to Write Adventure

Games, $9.95 (with software,

$29.95)

• Writing BASIC Adventure Pro

grams for the TRS-80, $9.95

• Write Your Own Apple Games,

$12.95

However, if you really get se

rious about game designing,

you'll have to learn assembly lan

guage for the VIC or another com

puter. BASIC is just too slow for

the kind of action and animation

we expect of computer games

today.

Take a look at this month's

BASIC Plus column for an intro

duction to Assembly languages.

MODEM TO MODEM

DEAR ENTER: I am planning to buy

a modem. Will! be able to com

municate with different kinds of

computers, iike the Apple lie or

the TRS-80 {which is what my

friends have) or just with other

Commodores (which is what I

have)? —Jim Harman

Nevada, MO

DEAR JIM: Modems were created

to let all kinds of computers ex

change information over tele

phone lines. As long as your

friends also have modems, you

will be able to communicate with

their computers.

In order to "talk" (o other com

puters, modems must transmit

and receive information in the

same way. Most modems include

software that allows you to select

common settings. This means you

can set your modem to a specific

transmission speed, and one-way

or two-way communication.

EEKIAMOUSE!

ENTER

DEAR ENTER: What is a computer

"mouse," and how does it work?

—Carla Phillips

Newton, MA

DEAR CARLA: A "mouse" is a com

puter input device about as big as

a pack of playing cards. You slide

the mouse around on any flat sur

face, and the cursor duplicates

these movements across the

screen.

A mouse lets you use software

quickly, without typing on a key

board.

With graphics software, it

often works like this: Using the

mouse, you position the cursor

over a picture of a brush. Then

you push the button on the

mouse. This puts your computer

into a "paint" mode. Hold the but

ton down and the cursor leaves a

trail behind it as the mouse

moves.

If you flip a mouse over, you'll

see how it works. It has a ball for a

foot. This ball freely rotates in any

direction as you move the mouse

across a surface. Little wheels—

called "stepper motors"—press

against the ball. These wheels

translate the movements of the

ball into electronic signals that

then control the cursor on your

screen. H

DAVID B. POWELL is an ENTER contribu

ting editor.
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SOUNDS FISHY

If you knew sushi like Hitoshi

Tanaka knows sushi, you might

have come up with this idea.

Tanaka knows that computers,

robots and other gadgets are big

hits in the U.S. He also knows that

sushi, a favorite Japanese food

made from raw fish, squid and

octopus, is becoming more popu

lar in this country.

SoTanaka's company, the New

Meiji Group of Gardenia,

California, is planning to open a

chain of high-tech sushi

restaurants.

The plan calls for customers to

use a light pen to select their

favorite fish from a computer

screen menu. The food will then

be delivered by robots and con

veyor belts. In a recent test run,

everything worked—except the

robot.

The robot didn't malfunction,

says Tanaka. It's just that Amer

icans "like talking to the sushi

man" who can explain how to eat

this unusual fish dish.

ROBOTS WITH TEETH

These robots don't eat a lot of

sweets. But the Emory University

robots still have to go to the den

tist every day.

The robots, developed by Dr.

Frank Faunce, are helping the

University dental school in Atlan

ta, Georgia, train future dentists.

The robots are life-like and, above

all, fearless. They'd better be fear

less, since they open wide for

dentai students still learning to

handle a drill.

The current group of human-

looking robots simply open-wide

on command. But Dr. Faunce

hopes that the next set of robots

will have sensors attached to their

robot teeth. This way the robot

could yell if the drill went too

deep.

What does a robot yell?

OUCH! Of course.

FORGET THEFILM

What good is a camera without

film? Very good, if it contains a

special computer chip that stores

and creates picture perfect im

ages.

Several major camera com

panies, including Canon, Kodak

and Polaroid, are trying to perfect

this technology. This computer

ized camera will store images on

a magnetic disk similar to the

floppy disk used with many home

computers. The images stored on

this disk could then be shown on

a TV screen, transmitted over

phone lines, or reproduced like a

regular picture.

According to experts, the tech

nology isn't totally new. Sony in

troduced a computerized camera

called the Mavica in 1981. But that

camera's computer chip could

only store 280,000 dots of light. To

get a clear picture, the chip must

be able to store about 10 million

dots.

And that's a lotta dots.

■■(

-■-''

A SOUND IDEA

In the Broadway musical My

Fair Lady, Eliza Doolittle had to

learn to correctly pronounce this

phrase: "The rain in Spain falls

mainly on the plain." She finally

got it, but only after exhausting

two teachers.

Today, Eliza could learn to

speak correctly without wearing

out her teachers. A special com

puter system called the "Video

Voice Speech Training Program"

produces an on-screen graphic

pattern that shows the way a

phrase should sound. The person

using this system speaks into a

microphone hooked up to the
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computer. They then try to match

the graphic pattern with their own

voice. This computer system, cre

ated by Micro Video Corp. of Ann

Arbor, Michigan, even keeps

score.

Sounds like a fine idea. But it

probably wouldn't be a very good

Broadway musical.

■ ■ ■

SKY TALK

NASA has "pie" in the sky plans

for the way we will communicate

in the future.

The U.S. space agency hopes

to launch pie-shaped satellites

that will allow anyone with a sim

ple hand-held radio to communi

cate with other such radios around

the world. According to its devel

opers, the Lockheed Corporation,

this satellite could be ready within

five years.

The satellite will fold up small

enough to fit into the space shut

tle. Once released into orbit, it will

unfurl to the shape of a 300-foot

wide pie tin, and pick up even

weak radio signals.

Who ever thought a pie in the

sky could make it possible to talk

to a tiny radio in Timbuktu?

COMPUTER ORPHANS

You bought the wrong com

puter. You didn't mean to. It just

happened.

Have no fear. Brian Keenan

of the International Computer

Orphanage (ICO) is here to help.

ICO matches under-used and

second-hand computers with pro

spective computer "parents."

In exchange, this Mississauga,

Ontario, company offers the

original computer owner "orphan

dollars." These can be used to

wards the purchase of the right

new computer.

Keenan claims there may be as

many as 600,000 under-used

computers in North America. He

hopes soon to open new ICO

stores in U.S. cities to take care

ofthisprobiem.

If you can adopt a Cabbage

Patch™ Doll, why not a computer?

ROYAL MICROS

Prince William of England is

only two years old, but he already

has a lot to look forward to. He's

second in line to become King of

England, and his royal family just

bought new computers.

The royal family won't reveal

what brand of computer they use.

But they spent $186,000 for per

sonal computers during the past

year and a haff. And we know

they're using a Hewlett-Packard

250 PC, a gift from the President

of the United States.

Unfortunately for little Prince

William, games don't appear on

the royal menu. So far, the micros

are being used for answering

mail, balancing the family budget,

and keeping track of horses.

It seems only fair that if the

Queen can have her ponies, the

Prince should get his Pac-Man.

LASER SLICER

You knew Luke Skywalker

brought his light sword into battle.

But did you know that he probably

uses iasers to slice the pot roast ?

In fact, all of us might soon be

using lasers to slice up Sunday

dinner. Rocco Lobriaco, a laser

expert at the Mid-West Biolaser

Institute, predicts the first kitchen

lasers will probably be found in

side microwave ovens. These

lasers will carve your main course

automatically when it's finished

cooking.

After that, we might even use

small lasers to slice hard-to-cut

food at the dinner table. A laser

knife could easily take on a tough

steak or crack through a coconut.

Careful with that laser knife,

Skywalker...and pass the inter

stellar asparagus. Q
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NEW COMPUTER
GAMES

BYPHILWISWELLAND

BERNIE DeKOVEN

-♦♦♦-

MONTEZUMA'S REVENGE

(Parker Brothers, cartridge lor Atari

computers; also lor Commodore 64,

Coleco Vision, IBM PC and Apple

computers; $30)

This is one of the best Parker

Brother games we've played. It is

an action adventure reminiscent

of Activision's Pitfall II. In this

game, you guide Panama Joe

through labyrinths of ladder-

connected rooms in search of

treasures. You can walk, climb

ropes, and jump chasms. You

have to learn to combine various

actions to survive.

Dozens of different rooms have

their own special traps. In one

room, it will be flames; in another,

you'll come across gaping pits,

roaming beasts or rolling obsta

cles. You're not just collecting

treasures; you must also pick up

keys and weapons. The keys

open doors that connect various

sections of the game.

This action game is something

like one of those wooden boxes

that opens with a series of

sliding pieces. No piece will

move before you've solved the

previous one.

WRAP-UP

PHIL: I like this game a lot. I found

it more difficult than Pitfall II. There

are lots of nifty tricks to playing

the game—like the disappearing

floor sections and the moving

ramps.

BERNIE: I find the graphics excit

ing and the action loads of fun.

And I really appreciated the fact

that when you run into an enemy,

the game eliminates both you and

your obstacle.

That way, you don't get stuck at

that place in the game indefinitely.

It really keeps the game going.

♦♦♦

PUZZHPANIC

(Epyx, disk lor Commodore 64 and Apple

computers; $35.)

Puzzle Panic is difficult. Some

times frustrating. Even downright

exasperating. And the order in

which the puzzles are presented

does not feel correct. It takes

hours to conquer the first puzzle.

But this game is very different

from everything else in your col

lection, and you will likely

appreciate the variety to be found

within the 43 different puzzles,

grouped into 11 different families.

Most involve figuring out a

musical or visual sequence or

pathway by manipulating a char

acter with the joystick.

Believe us, these puzzles can be

tough.

The real challenge of this game

is to find a way to make it through

all 43 puzzles in the one and only

correct order. You see, when you

finish a puzzle, three doors on the

side of the screen will open to

reveal some strange symbols. The

correct choice will take you to the

next puzzle, but incorrect choices

may send you back to puzzles

you already finished!

WRAP-UP

BERNIE: There is exceptional

value in the extreme variety of

entertainment found in these

video puzzles.

My only complaint about

Puzzle Panic is that some of

the puzzles start out too difficult,

and others become very tough

very fast.

PHIL: True. And every puzzle is

really designed more for the wrist

than for the mind. If you expect a

thinking game, you'll be disap

pointed.

But at least this isn't one

of those "bang-bang you're dead"

games.
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FROGGER 2: THREEEDEEP!

(Parker Brothers; cartridge for

Commodore 64; Also for Atari computers,

Coleco Vision, Atari 2600 and 5200;

around $30)

This new hopping game has

some original twists on its an

cestor, Frogger. Threeedeep!

features three screens (one under

water, one above water, one in the

air). It's a nice touch that you don't

have to finish one screen to move

on to the next. This way, even

really bad players get a chance to

seethe whole game.

Control of your little frog is lim

ited to north, south, east, and

west movement. On the first

screen, you maneuver through six

rows of moving sea beasts, taking

advantage of gaps in their ranks

to reach three bays at the top.

Screen two is more like Frog

ger. You have to avoid falling into

the water by leaping onto moving

objects. The object is to jump

your frog into a life preserver

being towed by a tug boat.

A goose comes by in screen

two. If you manage to land on her

back, she automatically flies you

to screen three—the bounce

screen. Time your jump correctly

here, and you'll get onto the back

of one of many birds flying across

the screen. Success comes by

using the birds as stepping

stones to a nest at the top of the

screen.

WRAP-UP

BERNIE: I think Threeedeep! is su

perior to Frogger because it has

more variety. Graphics are very

attractive and just feel more

"arcade-y."

PHIL: I knew I was in for a hopping

game, but I didn't think the action

would be so much like that of

Frogger. I just don't see enough

here to interest the player who has

already mastered Frogger.

- -♦♦♦

XYPHUS

(Penguin Software, disk for Apple II and

Commodore 64. Version also planned for

Macintosh; Blank disk required; $34.95)

Xyphus is a combination of the

best fantasy role-playing adven

tures to date: Ultima and

Wizardry. The huge physical size

of the world you can explore is like

Ultima. The ability to explore that

world with multiple characters is

like Wizardry.

You can take as many as four

different characters into the world

of Xyphus. Beiieve us, you'll need

them grouped together just to sur

vive attacks by monsters you'll

meet in the countryside. Your

characters are Elves, Dwarfs, or

Humans. Each has a profession of

either fighter or magic user. Ob

viously, it's wise to have a good bal

ance of powers among your party.

The object of the quest is to

liberate the kingdom by doing

away with the evil Xyphus and his

subjects. You travel to all parts

of the world. This consists of lots

of different kinds of terrain, which

affects each battle.

WRAP-UP

PHIL: This is one of those really

difficult games in which your own

"deaths" will be your best teacher.

It is a foreign world, and don't

expect to conquer it for months.

BERNIE: Although I don't think it is

as good as either Wizardry or

Ultima, Xyphus is a very good

fantasy adventure.

♦♦♦

ANTARCTIC ADVENTURE

(Coleco, ColecoVision, around $30)

Antarctic Adventure is a game

which simply has to be called

"cute." It's also simple to learn.

Basically, Antarctic Adventure

is a race game, played in relays

against a timer. If you don't reach

each ice station within the time

limit, the game ends. Your char

acter is a skating penguin. Your

mission: jump over holes in the ice

and pick up green flags that gain

bonus points.

All you really do is steer the

penguin, and jump the obstacles

with the fire button.

Flying fish that leap out of

certain small holes are worth

bonus points if you can catch

them. But beware of curious seals.

Bumping into one will cost you

valuable time.

WRAP-UP

BERNIE: The music is pleasant

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

and the animation is wonderful.

The changing scenery and

different flags at the various ice

stations are nicely done.

PHIL: You can learn how to play

just by watching one game. There

wasn't a lot here to hold my

interest, but I agree that it's a fun

action game for a group.

TIMEBOUND

(CBS Software, Commodore 64;Atari

IBM PCjr; disk,$32.95, cartridge, $37.95)

Which was invented first: the

fountain pen or the steamboat?

These are the types of ques

tions you ask yourself while

playing Timebound, a game

about the history of human inven

tions and progress. You travel

from the year 1 to 2000. Events

cover topics from sports to politics.

The object of Timebound is to

find a character known as Ana-

chron, who is "hiding" in an event.

Anachron has the ability to move

from one location in time to an

other, and from category to

category, but you can receive

clues to find his hiding place.

WRAP-UP

PHIL: Timebound combines fast-

action joystick skills with knowledge

of history. It's an educational game

that doesn't bog down.

(Bernie DeKoven was involved in

the design of Timebound, and

therefore was not consulted for

this review.)

Get even more

involved in the

adventures—

by winning a

computer of

your own!

You already know about the BYTES

BROTHERS mysteries—the excit

ing series of stories you solve your

self with the help of a home com

puter. Imagine how much fun it

would be if that computer were

yours\ Here's your chance.

Look for a BYTES BROTHERS
book display and pick up your

Entry Form—or put your name

and address on a plain piece

of paper.

You could win:

GRAND PRIZE:
One Commodore 64"

Computer with: disk drive,

printer, 13" color monitor

and modem (retail value

over $1000)

SECOND PRIZE:
One Commodore 64" Computer

with: disk drive and modem

(retail value over $500)

THIRD PRIZE:
One Commodore

64" Computer and

modem (retail value

over S250)

COMPUTER GIVEAWAY CONTEST
Prizes will be awarded to the first three coupons drawn at random. No purchase necessary to win. All entries must be
postmarked no later than February 15,1985. Chances of winning depend upon number of entrants. Send all entries to:

BANTAM BOOKS bytes brothers computer giveaway contest
Depl. IP-EN. 666 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10103
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW:

BEST GAMES OF 1984
>♦♦-

We asked Phil and Bernie to

rate the top games they'd seen

this year. We got to listen in as

they debated 1984's best.

BERNIE: I would go with Ball-

blazer, the futuristic soccer game

that LucasFilm designed for Atari,

as my favorite of the year. It

doesn't have much depth, I know,

but it's great for two players. And

every detail of the game is so well

refined.

PHIL: The Seven Cities of Gold is

still #1 with me, and I play it at

least once a week. I like to dis

cover the New World in this

historical scenario slowiy, with

an atlas by my side.

Then,for excellence of sports

simulation, there is nothing like

One-On-One. Great one- or two-

player action, with lots of options

and gameplay.

BERNIE: What about the adven

ture game Sorcerer?

PHIL: Definitely! That is a hot text

adventure, well-written with tough

puzzles.

I enjoy the fact that you use

magic spells rather than physical

weapons.

BERNIE: It is a very appealing fan

tasy. So is Bruce Lee, a superb

two-player action game. You really

get physically involved in the ac

tions of your character.

PHIL: Fantastic game. But, Bernie,

we're running out of space and

haven't even mentioned King's

Quest.

BERNIE: Or Flip & Flop! Or For

tress! Or Championship Lode

Runner... The Castles of Doctor

Creep! g

Inside every kid

there are great adventures

to be told.

With Playwriter," now you can
write your own

great adventure books.

Write the adventures you've always dreamed of. And tum those dreams

into illustrated books, with Playwriter™ Software from Woodbury.

Playwriter is the first software package that lets you write, edit, illus

trate, print and bind your own books using your IBM, Commodore 64 or

Apple home computer.

Live the adventure as you write it
Playwriter helps you create the heroes, villains and other characters in

your story and lets you decide every twist and turn of the plot.

Playwriter guides you through the creative process by asking you

questions about the story you want to write. You'll get excited

watching your answers turn into action as Playwriter responds

to everything you tell it.

Built-in word processor
Playwriter's simple-to-use word processor lets you go

back to fix or change any part of the story you like.

Next, just print out the story and put the book

together using the hardcover jacket, colorful stick

ers and full page illustrations included in each

package.

When you're finished, you'll have a real book

including a title page, dedication page and a page

all about the author, you! ^^^

Best of all you can use Playwriter

again and again to create a whole

library of books written by you. Software FOf SiJCCeSS!

15 Prospect Street, Fdramus, New Jersey 07652 {201] 368-1040

Apple, Commodore and IBM are all registered Trademarks.
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OFTWARE CANNER

BYHILDEWEISERT
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MUSICALC1,2,AND3

(Waveform; Commodore 64; Sold together

as the Professional System, $149.95, Also

sold separately.)

If you're a musician—or want to

be—then MusiCalc is Santa

Claus'swhole bag and then some.

The three modules—MusiCalc 1,

2, and 3—are available sepa

rately, or together as the

Professional System (which in

cludes two "template" disks

containing more songs and new

wave/rock and African/Latin

rhythms).

The first thing you'll notice is

MusiCalc's colorful picture disk—

a good sign that this system is a

stand-out.

The heart of the system is the

first disk, MusiCalc 1: Synthesizer

and Sequencer. This disk alone

should be plenty for the novice.

The manual's three tutorials in

troduce MusiCalc's basic

workings. One: entering music—

a tune, a bass line, or a rhythm

track—on the "sequencer." Two:

using the "synthesizer" to change

the sound of your C-64's three

voices. You can tune up a flute, a

drum, or a Moog-ish twang.

Three: turning the keys on your

keyboard into musical piano keys

so you can play along with

MusiCalc.

Your main controls are on the

"MusiCalc Panel." This is an on

line piano. On the left are rows of

thermometer-like sound-shapers

(the synthesizer settings). On the

right is the sequencer "Score

Grid." As you listen and watch,

colored squares track each instru

ment's part.

This disk has 32 pre-set sounds

and tunes to experiment with. Try

turning off one voice at a time, or

changing one feature of a sound.

You'll get a real feef for how music

is made, and what MusiCalc can

do.

Using MusiCalc's great features

is not as easy as do-re-mi. You'll

need the 72-page manual nearby.

And photocopy the "Panel Guide"

to save page-flipping.

The other two modules round

out your sound studio. MusiCalc

2: ScoreWriter lets you print out

your MusiCalc 1 song grids into

standard sheet music. MusiCalc

3: Keyboard Maker fits new notes

into your keyboard, from "C Minor

Blues" to your own custom scales.

Take note: There Is written doc

umentation for MusiCalc 2 and 3,

but you have to ask Waveform to

send it to you! Ask for it, or you

could be singing the program-

crash blues. It's a complicated

program.

For serious musicians, the Pro

fessional System is a great

investment. If you're only into air-

guitar, start with MusiCalc 1.

-OOCh

MOUSEPAINT

(Apple; Apple lie; included in purchase of

Apple lie Mouse, $99.)

First came keyboards and joy

sticks. Now, there's the "mouse,"

the latest type of controller for

computers. It's a little box that you

roll on a flat surface to move the

cursor around on your screen.

MousePaint is a mouse-control

led graphics program that

mightily Mac-nifies the powers of

your Apple lie. (Its big brother is

Macintosh's MacPaint program.)

A simple screen tutorial shows

you how to roll the mouse across

your desk to draw, or register

commands with a click.

With MousePaint and the lie's

double hi-res screen, drawing

control is the best in any graphics

package I've tested.

Common geometric shapes

can be put anywhere, any size, in

outline or with one of 31 patterns.

There are disadvantages, how-
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ever. You can't fill in something

you drew earlier, or change pat

terns. Shading is sometimes

clumsy.

Editing, however, is easy with

MousePaint's menu bar of hidden

"pull-down" commands. You can

move, remove, or copy any part of

your picture. You can type letters

in five handsome styles. "Fat Bits"

zooms in nicely for close-up work.

You can save your Mouse Paint

ings, and print them.

For tricky fills or shading,

MousePaint is limited. But for

creating and editing line draw

ings, MousePaint's talent is limited

only by your own.

-ana-

ADVENTURE CREATOR

(Spinnaker; Atari, Commodore 64;

$32.95.)

Have old games lost their thrill?

If so, Adventure Creator could be

just what the doctor ordered. You

don't just play exciting maze/ad

ventures—you get to design

them, too. As you do, you'll learn

some tricks of the adventure-

game trade.

Maze adventures combine fast

joystick action with the adventure

game's use of tools and clues to

search for treasure.

Adventure Creator sets up your

first quest. Your goal might be to

"find an ivory scabbard" hidden in

the maze. Then you're off into

colorful rooms filled with helpful or

horrible creatures, secret doors,

and sealed treasure chests.

After a few trips around the pre

set maze, you'll be ready to build

your own. It's exciting to see your

title and name on the game's first

screen. You plan obstacles and

treasures to hide. You create weird

characters from the creature

menu. Just make sure you have a

spare disk to save your game.

I loved all the ways the game

allows you to work in personal

details. (For instance, you can

name a character after your friend's

dog, or have the game's goal be

"A date with Sue".) For friends who

have everything, playing their own

personalized adventure games

could be a great present.

-aao-

CALMPUTE

(HesWare; Apple; $99.95.)

Exams...athletic competition

...peer pressure...Being a kid isn't

easy. Now your computer may

give you a hand, by teaching you

to control the way your body re

acts to stress.

Caimpute is a "biofeedback

stress reduction program." You

rest two fingers on its "biosensor,"

a mouse-like device that plugs

into the joystick port. It doesn't

read your mind. It reads the

"galvanic skin response" or

moisture in your fingers, one sign

of how relaxed you are.

The Caimpute disk turns this

into colorful graphic feedback.

Patterns, graphs, and audio tones

change as you learn how to un-

tense. I liked "Calm Prix," an ar

cade-type auto race where you

succeed by being—well, laid-

back on the track. The race goes

to the calm.

The manual is useful, but Caim

pute explains itself pretty well on

screen. Don't tense up if you get

lost: the "escape" key will take

you to the Main Menu.

It's difficult to say whether

Caimpute can really help you re

lax and control the stress in your

life. That's quite a task for any

piece of software. But Caimpute is

fun to play with, and the biosensor

is a nifty computer tool.

-ana-

SPEUCASTER

(Shenandoan Software; Apple II+,

lie. Commodore 64, IBM PC and PCjr;

$39.95, includes first issue of "The

Spellswapper," a newsletter).

Maybe you're a whiz at Logo

and Pascal. Or maybe you can't

tell program instructions from the

back of a cake mix box. Either

way, why learn Spellcaster, a new

programming language?

Because it's fun.

With its colored square tracing

patterns on the screen, Spell

caster resembles Logo. Patterns

are stored in a Program (or

"spell") and you run ("cast") by

typing its name.

But Spellcaster is more than

(Continued on page 50)
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BY RICHARD CHEVAT & SUSAN JARRELL

GETTING BACH TO BASICS

Waveform's Colortone Keyboard: A new way to make computer music.

Computers can now play

tunes from Bach to rock,

thanks to two new software

series. The peripheral and soft

ware packages from Waveform

and Sight & Sound even let owners

of Commodore 64s learn notation

while they're making music.

Waveform's "Colortone Key

board" is a two-octave keyboard

that attaches to the C-64. It fea

tures 14 function keys, 25 piano

like keys, and a nifty touch-sen

sitive strip that operates like a

zither. Using the Colortone key

board and the accompanying

software, you'll be able to imitate

eight different instruments. As you

play, the notes you hit show up on

a musical staff on your computer

screen. So while you're jamming

to a built-in backbeat, you'll learn

a bit about how music is written.

The Colortone Keyboard and

accompanying software sells for

$79.95. The keyboard can also be

used with the new MusiCalc Syn

thesizer with Sound Teacher

software ($34.95) or MusiCalc 1

{see this month's "Software

Scanner").

The Incredible Musical Key

board from Sight & Sound fits over

the keys of the Commodore 64.

This keyboard lets you play melo

dy and harmony in an eight-

octave range. It also enables you

to imitate instruments like gongs,

bells and strings. The Sight &

Sound keyboard also comes with

stickers that tell you exactly which

note you're hitting, and a song-

book with songs like "Let's Hear It

For The Boy" and "Thriller."

The Incredible Musical Key

board sells for $39.95. It can be

used with the following musical

software: The Kawasaki Synthe

sizer, Kawasaki Rhythm Rocker,

The Music Processor, 3001 Space

Odyssey ($24.95-$49.95).

NEWINFOCOM CHALLENGES:

Infocom has announced a new

batch of computer thrillers that

gives you a choice of pirate, inter-

galactic or detective adventures.

Cutthroats is the latest interac

tive game in Infocom's "Tales of

Adventure" series (which also in

cludes Infidel and Seastaiker). In

Cutthroats, you struggle with a

gang of unsavory characters and

try to salvage a sunken treasure.

"Every character you work with

has the potential to be a bad guy,"

says author Michael Berlyn, who

also wrote Suspended and Infidel,

"But if you're careful, it's possible

to walk through the game with

everyone being friendly and

helpful."

If you want to get away from the

water and go out of this world,

there's The Hitchhikers' Guide to

the Galaxy. This interactive inter-

galactic adventure is a software

version of the very popular book

by Douglas Adams. Your task is to

save your planet from nasty aliens

that want to destroy it. Adams

wrote this game with help from

Steven Meretzky, author of Info

com's Pianetfall.

Back on Earth, you can play

detective in Suspect. This mystery

adventure begins when you're

invited to a party where a murder

has been committed. To make

matters worse, you're the suspect.

In addition to the software, you

receive a copy of Murder and
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Modern Manners, explaining the

proper etiquette for attending a

murder. The game was written by

Dave Lebling, who co-authored

Zork.

SOFTWARE STUFFERS: Tis the

season for new software:

Don't back off, cause Ghost-

busters need you! Activision's

Ghostbusters, based on last sum

mer's hit movie, has you chasing

after slippery disappearing

ghosts. Just be careful, or you'll

get slimed....If you watched the

U.S. go for gold at the 1984 Olym

pics, you could be a whiz at

Edupro's Olympicks. It's a quiz

game and database of Summer

Olympic facts from 1896 to the

present....If you like quizzes, you'll

unquestionably want to know

about Suncom's The Party Quiz

Game. This is very definitely a

group game. It comes with spe

cial six-foot controllers designed

for trivia team play...A game that

will drive you MAD is First Star's

Spy vs. Spy. It's based on MAD

Magazine's cartoon of the same

name. As in the comic strip, this

duo tries to outdo each other

throughout the game....Acti

vision's Designer's Pencil lets you

draw your own computer cartoons

using the joystick or keyboard

and 75 graphic and musical com

mands....

NEW COMPUTER: THE PLUS/4: We

asked Doug Krehbiei, ENTER's

17-year-old tech assistant, to test

out the Plus/4, the newest Com

modore entry into the home

computer market. Here's his

report:

The Plus/4 is not as versatile as

the Commodore 64. It doesn't

have the 64's sprites, or its sound

chip. It does, however, have sever

al valuable features. The Plus/4

has 64K RAM and built-in busi

ness software. It is compact, light

weight, and costs only about

$300.

One of the major advantages of

the Plus/4 is its greatly improved

BASIC. Programming becomes

much easier (and faster) than it did

on the 64. For those Commodore

owners who have wondered how

to simply draw a line without fool

ing around with PEEKs and

POKEs, Commodore has added

four new commands. CIRCLE,

LINE, BOX, and PAINT do exactly

what their names suggest. For

example, you can draw circles of

any size, shape or color anywhere

on the screen with only a simple

command like CIRCLE.

Commodore is calling the

Plus/4 a "productivity machine." It

is really aimed at users who need

this computer's four built-in busi

ness programs—a word proces

sor, money manager, chart maker,

and file manager. With these pro

grams, you can keep a budget,

run a small business, write letters,

print charts and graphs, and

more.

All in all, the plus part of the

Plus/4 is its built-in BASIC and

business software. The minus is

its reduced ability as a game

player and music-maker com

pared to the C-64.

A final note: Commodore

is also releasing another new

machine—the C-16. This

computer will replace the VIC-20.

It will feature the same BASIC as

the Plus/4, have a 16K memory,

and a price tag around $100. B

HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS
ON OTHER PLANETS

First, go to another planet.

(That's easy if you're traveling

through space in PLANET-

FALL,"1 the great science fiction

comedy from Infocom's inter

active fiction line.)

Next, find a robot nobody's

using. Then, to make him start up, type

in your command: TURN ON THE

MULTIPLE PURPOSE ROBOT...

You've just made a robot friend who'll

follow you anywhere.

And you'll be glad you have a faith

ful follower—there's no telling what

will happen next in PLANETFALL.

Because, like ail of Infocom's interac

tive fiction, PLANETFALL's designed

so that whateveryou choose

to do affects what will happen

next. And there'll be plenty

happening—it's an adventure
filled with everything from

dread diseases to mutant

monsters, and it can last for

weeks or even months.

Get the closest thing on a disk to

really going into outer space. Get

PLANETFALL*. It's not just a great

adventure—it's a great way to make

friends!

inFoconv
"It'scompatible with almost every popular home computer.

PLANETFALLisa trademark oflnfocom. Inc.
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WHO SAID THAT?
THEACTORS WHO MAKE MOVIE COMPUTERS TALK

rhanks to computers, Doug

las Rain and Bud Cort

aren't being chased by au

tograph seekers. Even though

they're stars of important new

movies, neither actor is recog

nized very often.

Rain and Cort, you see, are

computers—or rather, play

them—in the movies 2010 and

Electric Dreams. Rain, a Canadi

an stage actor, is the voice of HAL,

the famous computer villain of

2001 and its sequel, 2010. Cort is

the voice of Edgar, the fun-loving

computer in Electric Dreams.

Both actors learned early that

their parts required more than

voice changes. But the similarities

stop there.

Rain's calm, quiet tones as HAL

Far left:

Dreams' Bud

Cort discovers

the importance

of being Edgar.

Left: Douglas

Rain returns to

the HAL of fame

(above).

("Good morning, Dave. How are

you feeling?") made him the first

famous movie computer in 1968,

when 2001 appeared. Originally,

he wasn't supposed to play the

computer at all. He had been

signed to narrate 2001. But at the

last minute, Director Stanley

Kubrick asked him to replace the

actor who had been playing HAL.

Rain had to learn a few "how to

play a computer" lessons as he

went along.

HAL Lesson #1: Computers

shouldn't show emotion.

Director Kubrick "felt the voice

(of the first HAL actor) was too

emotional," Rain remembers. "For

a several-year mission to Jupiter,

you want something with a calm

ing effect," he adds.

HAL Lesson #2: Don't act. (At

least, don't go overboard.)

"Kubrick sat right next to me in

the studio, reading the other ac

tor's parts," Rain recalls. "My

mouth was three inches from the

mike. I used a very little voice and

no projection."

HAL Lesson #3: Computer

voices don't change.

When it came time to make

2070, HAL had to have precisely

the same voice as in 2001, made

16 years earlier. Rain had to care

fully listen to tapes of his own

voice from the original movie for

several days before recording the

new lines.

In both movies, Douglas Rain

taped his whole part in about two

hours. Thus,

HAL Lesson #4: Be quick

about it.

Rain was in and out of the re

cording studio before the other

actors in 2070 were even on the

set.

HAL Lesson #5; A computer

doesn't have to be male to be

heard.

2070 introduces SAL, a com

puter more advanced than

HAL...and with a female voice.

Of course, there's more than

one way to play a computer. Bud

Cort's experience in Electric

Dreams was completely different

from what Rain went through.

In Electric Dreams, Cort plays

Edgar, a not-so-run-of-the-mill

home computer. Cort, who starred

in the 1971 movie Harold and

Maude, shocked his fellow actors

on Electric Dreams. He arrived on

the set with a crewcut and his light

brown hair dyed black.
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"Even though no one was going

to see me on screen," says Cort,

"I knew I wanted to feel like

something futuristic."

Unlike HAL, Edgar's not what

you'd call a calming influence.

"Edgar's like a puppy, a very,

trusting innocent kind of critter,"

says Cort. Edgar's owner

programs the micro to win the

heart of the girl upstairs. But "the

more [Edgar] gets programmed

by Miles, the more greedy he

becomes,"Cortadds. "Whenhe

gets mad, Edgar cancels Miles's

credit cards, locks him in the

house, and steals his girlfriend...

with love songs."

As it turns out, the computer is

a "hopeless romantic," says Cort.

"He's gaga for this girl."

Cort first experimented with

computer voices when he was up

for the computer role in the 1977

film, Demon Seed. He didn't get

the part, but "I always had the

character bubbling around in my

brain." The character of Edgar, he

says "is a combination of people,

including my two-year-old-niece

and two of my friends....I became

a computer. I programmed myself

with a lot of different ideas, and

out came Edgar."

Just as Edgar is different from

HAL, Cort's work schedule was

different from Douglas Rain's.

While Rain taped his speeches in

one short sitting, Bud Cort was on

the set every day doing live takes.

"They put me in a telephone-

type booth with a tiny window and

a video screen to watch the other

actors," says Cort. "They were

asked not to speak to me,

because [the director] wanted the

other actors to believe in their

characters. I got really angry after

a while, but Edgar gets angry too,

so it helped with the part."

Even if they don't get star

treatment, Rain and Cort were

rewarded for their unusual roles.

Douglas Rain played HAL so

well, he's been asked to take other

computer roles. The most famous,

probably, was the voice of K.I.T.T.,

the computer car in the hit TV

show Knight Rider. He's turned

down these roles, though, saying

he wants "to stay faithful to the

original."

And while working on Electric

Dreams, Bud Cort had an unusual

visitor. "Boy George [who helped

make the movie's soundtrack]

came and tapped on my booth,"

says Cort. "He was the only one to

come visit me. I was surprised...

he was so tall."

EDGAR LESSON #7: Playing a

computer brings the stars to you!

HIDDEN HACKERS: Everyone

knows musician Herbie Hancock

is a computer fanatic. But can you

name these other two computer-

loving rock musicians?! He's the

bass guitarist in the world's most

famous rock band. He's also a

computer nut who is talking with

Wang about promoting their

computers. Who is he? 2. He's a

singer/songwriter and one of the

first people to create music

videos. He even created a

graphics tablet. Another hint: He

likes to "bang the drum all day."

What's his name? @
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First, you need a reason to use

a rubber raft. (That's a snap if

you've got ZORK" I, the classic
fantasy story from Infocom's

interactive fiction line. Because

you'll be hunting twenty fabu

lous treasures while dodging

every kind of evil under the earth.)

Next, type in your command: BLOW

UP THE RUBBER RAFT WITH THE

AIR PUMP... But watch it, or you

might just blow up the raft until you

blow yourself to smithereens!

There's no telling what will happen

next in ZORK I—because, like all of

Infocom's interactive fiction, ZORK's

HOW TO BLOW UP
A RUBBER RAFT

designed so that whateveryou

choose to do makes the next

thing happen. And you won't

run out of things to do, either.

The underground empire of

ZORK is so huge, your adven

ture can last for weeks or

even months.

So if you want the closest thing on a

disk to really exploring an underground

world, get ZORK I*. But brace your

self for the action—it'll blow you away!

inFoconv
"It's compatible wilh almost every popular home computer.

/.OK K is a registered trademark oflnfocom. Inc.
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MOONLIGHTING ATSUNBURST

Software stars: Olga, Walter and Melissa (seated) turn ideas into games.

fl JK-ss-ng L-nks. Incredible

IffI Laboratory. Teasers by
f r f Tobbs. King's Rule. What
do these computer games have in

common, besides being made by

Sunburst Software of Pleasantvilie,

New York?

Kids.

All of these games were de

signed, developed and written by

young people. Most of the 15 soft

ware developers at Sunburst are

under 25 years old, and each

plays a different role in turning

ideas into software.

Melissa Verber, 22, creates

graphics. "I'm not a programmer,"

she admits. "I do the artwork for a

game and then a programmer

takes what I've done and fits it into

the program."

Olga Mirkimdoes both graphics

and programming. King's Rule is

one game that 19-year-old Olga

helped develop from start to

finish.

Walter Koetke who taught him

self programming, started

working at Sunburst when he was

13. Today, at 16, he is still the

youngest programmer there. His

specialty is converting games,

generally written for Apple and

Atari computers, to the TRS-80.

None of these young software

developers had any formal com

puter training before they came to

Sunburst. They picked up tricks of

the computer trade on the job.

"I learned what I know by doing

the programs here," says Olga.

"The atmosphere is easy-going

and you're given a lot of freedom

to have fun with your work."

"It's a place you can grow in,"

agrees Melissa. "I was hired to

make copies of software. When I

expressed an interest in art, I was

given a chance to show what I

could do."

There's a reason so many young

people work at Sunburst, accord

ing to Tom Prosen, director of

programming: "We hire a lot of

young people because they're en

ergetic and creative. They seem

to know both how to program and

how to be creative."

Exactly how do Melissa, Walter

and Olga contribute to the crea

tion of a finished game?

First, there's the planning

stage—when everyone involved

in creating the software gets to

gether and kicks around ideas.

This gathering includes the per

son who came up with the idea for

the game, the programmer, a

graphics designer (who may also

be a programmer), and a de

veloper, who oversees the entire

process.
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During the planning meeting,

explains Olga, "we talk about

what the game is supposed to

look like, what age it's for, and

what it should do." Once these

details are decided, each person

works individually on an aspect of

the program.

Melissa's job is to create the

characters, scenery and back

ground that appear in a program.

"Graphics are a major part of any

program—they have to look nice

and, since we do lots of educa

tional work, they should also

mean something." Once Melissa

has created the graphics, they get

incorporated into a program.

That's where Olga's expertise

comes in.

"We program in BASIC," says

Olga. "I take the concepts and

ideas for a game and program

them. It's like solving lots of prob

lems."

When the game is finished, it's

up to Walter to adapt it for the

TRS-80. "1 take the program and

do 90 percent of the work con

verting it to the TRS-80 in two

weeks. Then I spend the next

month making little corrections

and adding finishing touches,"

says Walter. "By the time I've

finished a program, I'm glad to

get rid of it." Melissa agrees that

working long and hard on a pro

gram gets tiresome. But, she

admits, there is a reward: "After

some time goes by, you see the

program in a store—it's exciting."

Melissa says she may make her

career as a computer graphics

artist. But Walter and Olga have

other ideas about what they want

to do next. Olga has her eyes on

space. And Walter likes sports

and writing. Still, he admits, "It will

always be nice to have computers

to fall back on. I'm not apt to make

a living in those fields."

Ed's Board

Edward Svoboda, Jr., 15, runs

the largest computer bulletin

board in California. Ed's board,

called SiMMS (Silicon Multiple

Message System) operates out of

his home in Cupertino, California.

SiMMs went on-line a little over

two years ago. Today, it has about

250 active members, making it

not only California's biggest, but

also the third largest board in the

United States.

Before starting his board, Ed

used his computer and modem to

hook into other bulletin boards

and on-line services. "Then one

day," he recalls, "I came across

some information on how to start

your own bulletin board. I decided

to try." By leaving messages

about SiMMs on other boards, Ed

was able to build up a strong

membership. Now, during the

course of an average week, Ed's

board may have as many as 100

messages and programs left by

users.

"People leave programs,

tell jokes or exchange informa

tion. I see all the messages. That's

one of the neat things about run

ning the system myself. I know

exactly what's there and who's

using it" he says.

Starting and monitoring an on

line bulletin board takes time, but

it is easy to do, says Ed. If you're

interested, Ed can be contacted

via modem at: 408-732-9190.

But don't forget: it will cost

money to make the call. 0

HOW TO FEED
A SEA MONSTER

First, locate a sea monster.

(The best place to find one is in

SEASTALKERrthe brand-new

undersea story from Infocom's

interactive fiction line.)

Next, type in your command:

GET OUT OF THE SUBMARINE

AND FEED THE CATALYST CAP

SULE TO THE MONSTER. Then,
swim for your life! Because the trou

ble with feeding sea monsters is, the

monster might decide to feed on you!

There's no telling what will happen

next in SEASTALKER. Because, like

all of Infocom's interactive fiction,

SEASTALKER's designed so that

what happens next depends

on what you decide to do. And

you'll be doing plenty, too—

your voyage can last for weeks

or even months.

So get the closest thing

on a disk to going on a real-life sea

adventure. Sink your teeth into SEA

STALKER*. But when you do-watch

out! —or you might just find out some- ^
body has a sweet tooth for you!

inFOCOIK
'It's compatible with almosi every popular home computer.

SEASTALKER is a trademark of Infocom. Inc.
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Almost Free Gifts

Almost Free Computer Stuff

for Kids (New American Library)

is a book worth a look. It's loaded

with information on where to find

computer-related "stuff"—things

to wear, eat, and hang on your

wall—for fairly low prices. You'll

also find tips on where to buy

more practical items (like books

and software), plus information on

computer clubs and bulletin

boards.

Not everything listed in the book

is free or even "almost free." But

nearly every item is available for

under $10—including Almost

Free Computer Stuff itself, which

sells for S9.95.

Great Ideas Contest

The "Apple Computer Club

Competition" is looking for

kids with great ideas for using

computers. You don't have to be

a programmer, or even own a

computer, to enter the contest.

Just write up your idea for a proj

ect that would use computers to

help fill a specific need in your

school, club or community For

example, a class of school kids in

Niskayuna, New York, won last

year for suggesting starting a

database of travellers' information

for people who are heading to

airports.

Prizes will be awarded to both

individual and club projects.

The outstanding entries have a

chance to win up to $1,000 and an

all-expense-paid trip to the official

award ceremonies.

The deadline for entering is

March 1,1985. For more informa

tion, send a self-addressed,

stamped envelope to:

Apple Computer Clubs, 217

Jackson St., Lowell, Massachu

setts 01852.

Contest Round-Up

If you're feeling lucky, you'll

want to enter two contests this

month. Both are drawings—you

don't have to do anything but en

ter to win.

Both contests have computer-

related prizes.

Want a F.R.E.D or Topo robot?

In the contest sponsored by The

Learning Company—in honor of

their new software package, Robot

Odyssey I—those are the prizes.

All you do is send your name,

address, and the phrase "Robot

Odyssey I Sweepstakes" on a

postcard, to: The Learning

Company, 545e Middlefield

Rd., Menlo Park, CA 94025.

The deadline is December 31,

1984.

Maybe you'd rather win a com

plete Commodore 64 system?

Then check out the Bantam

Books contest. The publishers of

the Bytes Brothers™ series are

giving away a C-64, complete

with monitor, disk drive, modem

and printer.

All entry forms are available at

Bytes Brothers displays in book

and department stores. Winners

will be selected at random.

Winning Software

Here's a chance for Apple

owners to get three educational

games for only $3.50. The win

ning games in Verbatim Corp.'s

"First International Computer

EdGame Challenge" are now

available on disk for Apple com

puters. The games—Dr. Oz's

Cavern, Spell-Off and Inchworm

—test math, spelling and lan

guage skills (there's even a lesson

in Japanese!).

Send a check or money order

for $3.50 to: Verbatim "Computer

EdGame Challenge," Suite 28,

49662 El Camino Real, Los Altos,

CA 94022.

—Compiled by Jessica Wolfe H

To list news, resources, or contests in this

column, write to: "Connections," ENTER,

1 Lincoln Plaza, New York, NY 10023.
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Q: What does every kid
and parent want?

A: Exciting computer software and fascinating reading.

That's exactly what Grolier— famous in every

school and home for its Encyclopedia Americana

and The New Book of Knowledge Encyclopedia— is

announcing. Two exciting educational computer

adventures that combine software with books.

Afun newwayto learn about science!

In Grolier's Secrets of Science Island™ you've been

shipwrecked on an island with the hurricane season

approaching. To build a shelter, you'll travel around

the magical, troll-infested island answering science

questions, using a book chock-full of amazing facts:

Science Fads You Won't Believe (included with the

software—the book will amaze adults too).

Geography and history come alive!

Treasure Hunter™ takes you and your pilot-guide,

Baron von Riches, on a worldwide adventure in

search of the pieces of a lost treasure map. For help,

you'll turn to the book, Explorers and Discovery

(included with the software), as you join in with

the whole family in challenging explorations for

fascinating facts.

Secrets of Science Island and Treasure Hunter— a

great new way for parents and kids alike to learn

science, geography, and history and to develop

valuable reference skills.

Both programs are available now for the entire

Apple11 // Family and include activity books.

Developed by Intentional Educations (co-developers

of the best-selling Bank Street Writer™) and

published by Grolier as the first of its new Adventures

in Knowledge Series.™

See your computer software dealer today, or call

to order by phone, Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Toll Free (800) 858-8885.

Adoaibaa <n Knowledge Series. Secrets of Science Island, and TivtStm Hunter are

trademarks of Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Friendly Filer and Easy Graph are trademarks of Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

Bank Street Writer is a registered trademark of Bonk Street College.

Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.
SHERMAN TURNPIKE. DANBURY. CONNECTICUT. 06816 • {800) 858-8858



COMPUTERS ARE

HEROES AND

OUTLAWS IN THIS

DIGITAL DOUBLE

FEATURE

BY PATRICIA E. BERRY

T¥ T;-.'i ng fhe next movie

11 M I you see may challenge
1/1/ everything you have
W W i ome to believe about
V w computers.
Coming soon, two science fiction

blockbusters—Dune and 2010—

are virtually guaranteed to change

the way you think about Apples,

Ataris and the way we use com

puters. In both these films, "think

ing machines" play a new kind of

role.

If you like computers, you may

not like what you see.

SANDWORMS AND STING

Dune hurtles you 10,000 years

into the future onto the desert

planet Arrakis—also called

"Dune." Enormous man-eating

sandworms threaten every living

creature. The sole resource is a

spice mined from the sand. Water

is so very scarce it is used as

money.

Enter the young hero, Paul

Atreides, played by newcomer Kyle

MacLachlan. Paul must battle the

giant sandworms, a Harkonnen in

vasion, and a very familiar-looking

enemy named Feyd-Rautha. Even,

with his hair dyed orange and his

group The Police nowhere in sight,

Feyd-Rautha (left) attempts to sting Dune hero PauiAtreides.

To regain control of Dune, the Fremen must conquer Harkonnen invaders. Here,
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Baron Harkonnen flies in rage over his loss ofpower to Duke Atreides.

the invaders cross the planet, suited up for desert travel...and war.

0,nDune,Mentats
are people who

are trained from

birth to be

'human computers.'

f

you'll recognize Feyd-Rautha as

the rock star, Sting.

Iff.E WITHOUT COMPUTERS

Although Dune takes Sting and

the rest of us into the distant future,

don't expect to find computers on

Arrakis. In this sci-fi future, com

puters have been outlawed.

During the planet's Great Revolt,

rebels "destroyed the object they

thought was evil," says Frank Her

bert, who wrote the book Dune in

1965. Computers were abolished

on Dune because people were

afraid of them. "Of course," ex

plains Herbert, who was a

consultant on the film, "it isn't the

machinery that's evil. It's the people

who are using it."

Computers on Arrakis have been

replaced by Mentats, human

beings trained from birth to perform

calculations and provide data with

"cold, clear logic."

Even though computers are ban

ished in Dune, Frank Herbert

doesn't believe they are evil. How

ever, he admits that the fear of

computers on Arrakis has its roots

here on Earth. In terms of com

puters, says Herbert, we Earthlings

have made some real errors in

judgment during the last 20 years.

"Our first mistake back in the

'60s was applying [human-iike]
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une'shero

battles gigantic

sandworms and a

villain with a

familiar face.

names to computer capabilities,"

he says. "Computers don't think.

They simulate thinking. They don't

have memories. They have storage

systems. It's people who do all the

thinking. You don't blame the ax for

chopping down the forest."

THEHUMAN ELIMENT

In the original Dune, and in the

sequels he has written since, Her

bert has "concentrated more on

people than machines.

"What I'm trying to say in Dune is

that human capacity [goes way

beyond] computers," he explains.

"Motivation, for instance, is a

human ability. Computers don't

have motivation."

Unfortunately, Herbert con

tinues, people are motivated to

misuse their abilities for evil pur

poses. That's something com

puters can't do without the human

element. "Positions of power," he

adds, sadly, "tend to attract people

who are corruptible."

When Dune first appeared in

1965, there weren't many com

puters for people to corrupt.

Computers were still a curiosity to

most people. However, the "com

puter revolution" of the past few

years has not surprised Frank Her

bert. As he explains: "Science

.fiction writers are experienced at

Chani's blue eyes are a Fremen trait. Can Paul return Dune to its natives?

Computers are outlaws, but robots are allowed to train warriors for combat.
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Lady Jessica, Paul's mother, becomes a Fremen spiritual leader.

Feyd teases his Mental, a man trained from birth to replace computers.

earofcomputers,

common on

Arrakis, has

roots here on

the planet Earth.

looking at trends. I knew com

puters would become a household

item," he continues. "You could see

the price coming down....Com

puters speeded up a lot of things."

As a science fiction writer, Her

bert is filled with visions of the

future. He is convinced that "com

puters will affect our lives to a

greater extent than the wheel, if not

fire."

But will we on Earth end up like

Arrakis, where computers are abol

ished because people believe they

are evil? That's something that not

even the creator of Dune can

predict.

THERETURN OF HAL

While the people on Dune fear

and outlaw computers, the astro

nauts in 2010 depend on com

puters to keep them alive. But fear

is never light-years away.

The astronauts in 2010, the se

quel to the 1968 sci-fi classic 2001:

A Space Odyssey, have reason to

be nervous. Though shut down for

nine years, HAL, a killer computer,

is still orbiting Jupiter in the space

ship Discovery,

In the movie 2001, HAL kills

several astronauts and is finally

shut down. In 2010, which is based

on a bestselling novel by Arthur C.

Clarke, the computer HAL gets
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7
In 2010, you
find out why

HAL acted the way

he did in the

1968 film, 2001.'

a whole new lease on its life.

According to director Peter

Hyams, 2010 will set the record

straight about HAL In this

movie, a Soviet/American space

salvaging mission attempts to

piece together the events of 2007.

Hyams hopes what they discover

will dissolve fears that computers

are capable of evil behavior.

HAL's evil reputation, admits

Hyams, will be a hard one to clear.

For one thing, when the astronauts

in 2001 attempted to abort their

mission, HAL took over. He then did

away with all but one astronaut,

David Bowman, on board the

spaceship Discovery. Completing

the mission—even at the expense

of human life—seemed to be HAL's

top priority.

But HAL is a "maligned

character," says Hyams. "He has

an enormous responsibility. In 2010

you find out why he did what he did

in 2001." The director claims there

were good, humanistic reasons for

his actions.

In fact, Hyams adds, "people

shouldn't be too quick to make

assumptions about any of the

characters in 2010."

Hyams won't give away what

happens to HAL at the end of 2010,

but he does offer this hint: "HAL

has the survival of the astronauts as

his top priority, even at the risk of

In 2010, a former space agency head (Roy Scheider) is out to clear his name.

U.S. and Russian astronauts work together in 2010 on an investigation near Jupiter.
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HAL "watches" as astronauts aboard the Discovery try to unravel the mystery of 2001.

Russian cosmonaut, Yakunina.

Walter Curnow, reluctant passenger. HAL's creator inside the computer's memory.

7? 2010, a crew

of astronauts

travel to Jupiter

to find the lost

ship Discovery.

1

his own existence."

Why does Peter Hyams believe

HAL the computer should be

cleared of his evil reputation? Like

Frank Herbert, Hyams believes

computers have been treated un

fairly in real life—at least by adults,

"I think we overrate (computers).

They're not smart," says Hyams,

who blames science fiction books

and films for painting unrealistic

pictures of evil computers.

"In movies like Desk Set (1957)

and 2001, computers seem to only

[cause] trouble," he notes. "They

represent to us a kind of power-

lessness....[ln those movies] it was

'us' in the hands of computers."

Now that computers are all

around us and no longer a curi

osity, we have to forget these ideas.

"Like it or not, [computers] are here

to stay," says Hyams. "We have to

learn to make peace with these

machines."

Of course, he adds, "we're less

afraid of them now. They're in our

homes, and our kids are better at

them than we are."

And, Hyams suggests, kids know

something about technology that

parents still have to learn: "Compu

ters are capable of malfunction, but

not malevolence." E

PATRICIA E. BERRY is an associate editor of

ENTER Magazine.
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Howto talkyour parents
There's a new Apple* Personal

Computer called the lie that's so complete

and so affordable that getting your

parents to buy one should be easier than

learning Logo.

If, that is, you know what to say.

For example, don't tell your parents

that the lie has the first true'l28K VLSI
motherboard, dual built-in RS-232 ports

and a built-in half high disk drive. Or

that it h;is a switchable 80/40 character

display and built-in mousetronics so it

canuseanAppleMouse.

You know that's incredible in an

8 pound* computer, but all those specs

may make your parents uncomfortable.

Just tell them that the Apple He can

run more than 10,000 programs written

for the Apple He, the most popular com

puter in education at all levels. And it

You might also mention that its a

bargain. It conies with everything you

need to start computing in one box-

including an RF modulator that lets you

hook it up to your IVthe moment you

Vv Ik sbous offUs true colors mth
SubLagfcs finite Simulator II.

- advanced btaness sofiu-mv Wuh MouseMnt, you could become
even n jxm'tii amid lav. the next Picasso, Or ife tied dories Scbuh

works just the same as the Apple com- get it home. There's even a free 4-

puters you learn on in school. diskette course on computer basics they



I ;:jFZ;i-Mi^rr'-;.y

:**•*

into partingwlth$1300.
can use when you're too busy to show

them how.

All for under $1300.**

Ofcourse. they probably won't want

to hear that it runs more games than

any other computer in the world except

the Apple He.

But they might like to know that it

also runs advanced business software.

Including specialized programs for every

profession from doctoring to farming to

astronauting. Not to mention personal

productivity software to manage their

personal finances and taxes. modems.Or the He's low cost Hill-color

Speaking ofwhich, they candeduct graphics/text printer, Scribe.

part of an Apple He's

price from their

taxes if the\'use
it for business.

Even ifthey
always keep it at

home.

Don't confuse
them right now with

the wide array ofApple He accessories

and peripherals. UkeApples 1200/300

lie Bag bos rooiitjir apatvrjxxk sojhrare,
n woftsoofa So its uwtb afar aim buds

But assure them

that your lie can grow

just as fast as you do.

Now, if all of

these carefully rea
soned arguments fall

on deaf parental

ears, don't despair.

There is still

one thing more you can do.

Get a paper route.

* Ttv lie atom nutglsjuft 15 pounds, ftonr ftkis. mtmitrtrs. printers, modotB and mice am make it c« hetay as you'd Hke " Stif&ested retail price. © I'J&i .typle Computer Inc.
Apftle and llxApf>Iv logo an' tnuhtuirte rfA/pte Omifniter, Inc. Rir an authorizedApple dealer nearvs!ym. call (8&0) 538-9696. In Canada, call (800) 268-77% or (800) 268-7637.



H 0 L I D A Y

Tis the season to be

jolly—and to be thinking

about holiday gifts.

As we were making a

list (and checking it twice), we

noticed something was wrong. We

forgot to get a gift for our computer!

With all the hardware and software

everywhere, we knew it would be

rough getting just the right gift. So

we decided to ask ENTER readers

for help. We called several of you

and asked what gift you'd get for

your computer.

~k "I'd probably ask for a

Koala Pad," says Donna

Prague, 14, of Orlando, Florida,

who likes doing graphics on her

computer. She also thinks the pad,

from Koala Technologies, could be

useful in other ways: "It would be

very helpful for geometry and for

having fun."

* An Apple lie and printer is

on the wish list for Jessica

Nolfo of Lakewood, New Jersey.

Some of you knew exactly what

you'd get, while others dreamed

of computer gifts that don't even

exist—yet. Here's our ENTER read

ers' holiday wish list. Maybe it will

give you some computer gift ideas.

• "I'd like to get an Auto-

modem by Automation," says

Rob Turknett, 12, from Atlanta,

Georgia. "I'd use it to start a users'

group and an electronic bulletin

board." Rob also had ideas about

what his family would like: "For my

family I'd like to get the CodeWriter

software series. That's software that

lets you change programs by typ

ing in what you want in English."

■k "I'd like to get into network

ing and be able to call up

local bulletin boards," says Todd

McMullen, 17, from Gaylord, Michi

gan. So he would like a VI CModem

for his Commodore.

"Then I would get stuff to go along

with it, like Bank Street Writer and

Facemaker by Spinnaker."

* An inexpensive modem—

"something you can use with

a rotary dial instead of a pushbut

ton phone"—is on the list for Amy

Loch, 13, from Springville, Pennsyl

vania. Amy also likes programming

in Logo and wants a printer to print

out her Logo graphics.

* Networking seemed to be

on everybody's mind. Marie

Bernard, 14, from Burke Center,

Virginia, and Chris Young, 15, from

Monroe, Louisiana, both said they

would like to get modems so they

could start making friends through

the bulletin boards. Chris also said

"it would be great to get a speech

synthesizer." He would love to ex

periment and find new uses for a

talking machine.

* "Anything I want?" said Rick

Aaron, of Montvale, New

Jersey. "I'd have to say unlimited

software credit. That would my

dream—to walk into the computer

store and get any software I want

ed. Incredible! I'd have to confess,

lots of it would be games, but I

would also probably like to get a

word processing program like

Wordstar."

HOLIDAY

THE COMPUTER

GIFTS ENTER

READERS WOULD

MOSTLIKE TO GET

BY JESSICA WOLFE
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+ A mouse—not the cheese-

eating kind, but the kind you

use to control your computer—was

tops on the list for Tim Krakowski,

13, from Wooster, Ohio. "It's really

simple to use—anyone, even if

you've never touched a computer

before, can draw really neat stuff

with it." And, if he didn't already

have it, Tim would buy One-on-

One, the basketball computer

game from Electronic Arts. "The

graphics and animation are fan

tastic."

* Flight Simulator I and // from

Sublogic was the most often

mentioned software. Russell Re-

isinger, 14, from Tempe, Arizona,

thing Peter de la Maza, 14, from

Irvine, California, likes to do. "It's

very useful to have if you do a lot of

programming," says Peter, who

had his wish come true when he

recently got this software.

+ "A better graphics pro

gram" is what Ky McPherson,

13, is wishing for. Ky, of Montevallo,

Alabama, has been doing graphics

on his Apple for two years. But, "we

live in a small town, with very little

WISH Lism
likes flying and says Flight Sim

ulator "looks like a really good

game."

Robert Jacobson, 13, from Min

neapolis, told us he'd "tried Flight

Simulator out a few times and really

liked playing with it." Robert also

said he was "really into program

ming," and would "love to have a

Keyport 300—it's a programmable

keyboard that lets you design your

own keys."

* A printer for his TRS-80

Color Computer is the choice

for Richard Beck IV, 15, of Kissim-

mee, Florida.

His other holiday wish is for a

program called Worlds in Flight.

"It's like Flight Simulator, but it's

done in outer space."

♦ CIA is a utility program that

helps retrieve information on

crashed disks, and that's some-

access to computer stores," so he

keeps trying to increase the ca

pabilities of his Microlllustrator

program.

* A kid we talked to didn't

have a computer, so his choices

were pretty obvious.

Matthew Russell, 13, of Col

chester, Connecticut, wants an

Atari 800XL and a disk drive, as

well as a printer and word process

ing program. It's not just for me,

insists Matthew. "The computer

would be for my whole family."

* Rob Turknett had an idea

about what he'd like for his

computer. Unfortunately, it doesn't

yet exist. "The product I'd really like

to see would be something that

could read handwriting and trans

late it so that your computer could

understand." Sounds like a great

wish to us. B
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RmotRoll

THE LOW-COST,

HIGH-FUN

LINEUP FOR 1985

BY FRED D'IGNAZIO

HERO Jr. may ask if you're ahuman.

^ obots are wearing rib-
MW bons this year.
m^ This isn't a futuristic
m Mi fas^|i°n trend Those are
~M. %/ gift-wrapping ribbons
that robots will wear as they be

come the hottest high-tech gift of

1984.

These new low-cost robots

(from $4 to $600) can't do

chores, but they do have some

exciting high-tech features. Some

are programmable, which means

you command them with your com

puter. Some contain special sen

sors that let them avoid obstacles

or find people. And some just give

you an idea of what it's like having a

robot around the house. Here's a

rundown of the holiday robot lineup.

F.R.E.D.

F.R.E.D., a foot-tall table top

robot, is not as versatile as its fellow

Androbots, B.O.B. and Topo.

But with a recommended price of

under $400, it's definitely more

affordable. You program F.R.E.D.

in Logo with a home computer.

It then follows your instructions to

the letter. And with a pen held in its

rabbit-like paws, F.R.E.D. will draw

on paper anything you've created

on the computer screen. (Available

from Androbot, 101 East Daggett

Drive. San Jose, CA 95134.)

TURTLE TOT

Turtle Tot brings the on-screen

Logo turtle to life. You program

Tomy's Ver-bot listens only to you.

this robot in Logo by hooking it

to your home computer. Once Tot

has its marching orders, it can roll,

turn, and blink its electronic eyes.

There's even an optional speech

package that lets you program Tot

to say some words. (Available for

$299 from Harvard Associates,

260 Beacon Street, Somerville,

MA 02143.)

MAXX STEELE

Need a robot superhero? Call

Maxx Steele, the two-foot-tall lead

er of Robo-Force.

You guide Maxx through adven

tures with a radio remote controller.

A built-in microprocessor lets

Maxx speak 20 pre-programmed

phrases. Or you can use its 150-

word vocabulary to create your

own sentences. Maxx even plays

"Moon Ball," a kind of laser ping-

pong game. (Available from CBS

Toys, $350.)
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HERO JR.

HERO Jr. is about three feet tall,

and looks like R2-D2 with a crew-

cut. This robot's personality de

pends on which preprogrammed

cartridge you plug into it. Put a

cartridge in, and this robot may

sing "Old MacDonald had a robot"

or say "Beam me up, Scottie."

HERO Jr. especially likes to look

for humans. Its infrared sensor

detects moving objects, which

HERO Jr. rolls up to and says: "I'm

looking for humans. Are you a

human being?" It's great fun when

HERO Jr. says this to your dog or

vacuum cleaner. (Available from

Heath/Zenith, Benton Harbor, Ml

49022. $1,000 assembled; $600

as a kit.)

Hasbro's Transformers: A toy, but still plenty of robot fun.

MOVITFAMILY

Maxx Steele talks and plays Moon Ball.

These robots are only a few

inches tall, but big-time when it

comes to a good time. Each MOVST

robot has a special sensor thai you

use to control its actions. For in

stance, Turn Backer bounces

along until you blow a whistle. Then

its sound sensor signals it to turn

back around.

Other MOVIT family robots in

clude: Avoider, whose infrared

sensor lets it go around any object

that gets in the way, and Monkey,

which romps along a rope and re

sponds to clapping hands.

(Available from OWI, Inc. $15 to $75

each. NOTE: Assembly, including

soldering, is required.)

TOM ROBOTS

These robots have special

skills. Omni-bot is a radio-con

trolled robot that can deliver a tray,

recite a poem, or wake you with its

on-board alarm clock. Ver-bot

has a voice recognition system

that understands eight spoken

commands (like "forward" and

"stop"). Once you program it to

obey your voice command, Ver-bot

obeys only you. Ding-bot bumps

into things. If robot antics make you

chuckle, Ding-bot may live up to its

billing as "the comedian of robots."

(Available from Tomy Corp.; $10 for

Ding-bot, $65 for Ver-bot and be

tween $250-300 for Omni-bot.)

TRANSFORMERS & GOBOTS

These aren't blinking, romp-

around robots like those we've

mentioned above. The GoBots and

Transformers are non-electronic

toys that look like jets or cars or

other normal objects. Press a but

ton here, move a wing there, and

they turn into robots. GoBots and

Transformers can't be programmed

and have no sensors, but they're

fun to play with. (GoBots from

Tonka cost $4-10. Transformers

from Hasbro cost $10-25.)

FRED D'IGNAZIO is an ENTER

contributing editor.
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A KATIE PARKER COMPUTER MYSTERY^.

THE CASE OF THE

msmm
BY DAVID BENSON POWELL

PART ONE

hud.

Katie Parker didn't even stir. She

was asleep, her head resting on her

arms in front of Sherlock's still-glowing

computer screen. On it was a program

she'd been trying to debug all night.

It was now well after midnight.

CRASH!

She heard that!

The lights were off throughout the house, but the

glow from her computer screen helped Katie make her

way into the front hall.

"Lex, you idiot!" a man whispered- "Shhhhh!"

Katie peered into the pitch-black living room. "Who's

in there?" she demanded.

"Let's get out of here!" yelled the voice in the

darkness.

Katie saw two shadows run into the hall. The back

door opened, slammed shut, and footsteps ran down

the porch stairs into the misty seaside night.

"Wonder if they stepped in the wet paint," she

thought, as her parents ran out of their bedroom.

Thursday was a heavy class day, so Don Farrell

didn't get a chance to see Katie till lunch.

"Heard your house was robbed last night," he said.

"What happened? Did they get any loot?"

"Some," Katie told her best friend as they squeezed

onto two tiny school cafeteria chairs at a crowded

table.

"The burglars took all the good silver they could

find, and had just pulled out the television cord when

one of them knocked over a vase. I woke up, and must

have scared them off," she continued.

"Did you see a gun?" Don asked. The kids around

them stopped eating.

"No," Katie answered, looking around. "It was too

dark. All I saw were shadows."

"What time did it happen?"

"About half past midnight," she replied, then twisted

her face into a confused frown. "Strange."

"What?"

"Something they did," she continued. "They ran out

in such a hurry, they actually left something behind, a

tiny statue—a crystal cat."

"A gift, huh?"

"I guess so. But, I can't understand why the burglars

brought it into our house at all. Sheriff Newhouse

seemed really interested in it, too. And he wasn't at all

surprised to find it in our house."

That evening, the Winter Harbor Press devoted one-

fourth of its front page to the previous night's robberies.

"Now I understand the sheriff's reaction," Katie told

Don on the telephone. "Another house—in the

area—was also hit around midnight. The robbers left a

'gift'there, too."

"A cat statue?" Don asked.

"No, an expensive-looking, but worthless, piece of

costume jewelry. In a town this size, it can't be coinci

dence," she said, shaking her head.

"I see what you mean," Don added. "Have there

been any other robberies like these two?"

"Not that I know of, but let's check through some old

newspapers at the library tomorrow."

The next day, Katie and Don found one other rob

bery that fit the pattern. It had occurred two weeks

earlier. The burglars had left behind an oil painting that

looked valuable, but wasn't.

"Maybe that was the start of the string," Don ob

served.
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Katie was way ahead of him. "Which is why Sheriff

Newhouse wasn't surprised. The 'gifts' are sort of the

burglars'trademark," she said.

hen Katie went home, she turned the

computer on, picked up the nearby

telephone and dialed. Another com

puter answered. Its voice was a shrill,

high-pitched whine. After Katie

pushed the receiver into a telephone

modem, Sherlock's screen showed what the other

computer was saying.

"WELCOME TO THE ALPHA DATA BASE. PLEASE

ENTER YOUR PASSWORD."

She typed.

"PASSWORD ACCEPTED. ENTER DESIRED FILE."

She entered "FILE 227:NEWSSEARCH," which gave

her access to newspaper articles across the country.

Katie wanted to find out more about these crooks.

Were they from Winter Harbor? Had they hit other

towns? If so, they were probably mentioned in the

other towns' newspapers. The best way to track them

down was through their unique habit of leaving gifts

behind. Katie entered the words "robbery and "gift,"

and the ALPHA computer searched all its newspaper

articles for any that contained both of those words.

It found quite a few. The crooks had first struck

around Indianapolis. That city's papers ran stories

about them for a whole year, then stopped. Next, they

hit Chicago. Then, Columbus, Ohio...Pittsburgh...

Albany, New York...Springfield. Massachusetts. And

now, apparently, Winter Harbor.

"WHAT!" Don exclaimed.

Mr. Drummond, their history teacher, turned from the

blackboard, gave Don an icy stare—then resumed

chalking up the battle plan for Gettysburg.

"We're going to catch the thieves," Katie repeated in

a whisper. "The crystal cat—and ail the other 'gifts'—

will help us trap them. All we need to do is collect

information and let Sherlock sort out the loose ends."

"Lucky us," sighed Don.

Saturday morning, Katie told Don to try to get

burglary data from the Sheriff's office. Sergeant Molloy

was manning the desk.

Don talked to officer Molloy, explaining Katie's theo

ries. Molloy, grumbling, finally agreed that no harm

could come of it giving Don the information- - if he

kept it confidential. Soon after, Don returned with a

complete list of local burglaries: dates, times, objects

stolen and any 'gifts' left behind.

"I think the crooks like it here," Katie mumbled.

"Ah yes," Don continued, "the sun, the sea..."

"And, crystal cats...Which they don't want, for some

reason," Katie continued.

"Maybe the cat was as worthless as all the other

gifts," Don said.

"There's probably some truth to that," Katie agreed.

She sat down at her computer and asked Don

to read off all the police data—slowly.

As Don read, Katie entered the facts—street ad

dresses, dates, times, property taken—into Sherlock's

database-management program. She could then ask

questions and receive Sheriock's instant analyses. A

few keystrokes, and she learned that objects tended to

surface as "gifts" three days after they were stolen.

Beyond that, the data yielded no obvious patterns.

Katie leaned back into her chair,, crossed her arms

and stared at Sherlock's screen. Don knew better than

to interrupt. Then, without a word, she ran across the

room and picked up a tiny video camera. Don

had only seen her use it to transmit pictures of

their faces onto Sherlock's screen. He had never

known how awful a person could look, till Katie

rrash! "Let's get out ofhere!"yelled a voice. Katie peered into the

pitch-dark andsaw two shadows run down the hall.



T
}he computer put Katie and Don hot on the crooks' trail.... Before

the search, they set their watches and agreed to meet in an hour.

changed the color of his face to purple.

"Don, go see if you can find a town map," she said.

Don returned, with map, to find the camera plugged

in and pointed down at the tabletop. Katie opened and

flattened the map beneath the camera's lens. A few

minutes of keyboard work, and the map appeared on

Sherlock's screen.

"Now we can do some real detective work," Katie

beamed at Don.

he map still appeared on Sherlock's

screen. It reminded Don of the"map on

Sheriff Newhouse's office wall—now

pierced with 20 little colored pins.

One pin for each robbery.

"First we'll patch the robbery data

into Sherlock's screen display," Katie continued. She

marked each crime with a red dot on the computer

map, then coded it to the robbery data base.

"Now Sherlock knows as much as we do about the

robberies," she said. "The thieves have swept through

several towns—without being caught. They have to be

very well organized. The only way to stop them is to try

and predict where they will hit next, and set up a trap."

She turned back to Sherlock, and called all the

robbery locations onto the map.

"No real pattern there," Don observed.

"True. Just 20 dots scattered all over the town. Let's

try replaying them in the order they happened." An

other command, and Sherlock cleared the dots from

the map. The dots came back in time sequence.

"Wow! See the pattern now?" asked Katie.

"Yes. The thieves sort of sweep around town like a

rotating radar beam," Don observed.

"Right! First, they hit one side of town, then jump to

the opposite side, then back," -said Katie.

"All that leaping around should keep the police

pretty confused," Don admitted.

"Which is precisely the thieves' goal—constant con

fusion. Let's replot the robberies, but now we'll connect

them with lines.

"Oh goodie, connect-the-dots," Don smiled.

Sherlock's screen cleared, and the crimes reap

peared—connected by lines like the spokes of a

wheel. Many of the lines seemed to intersect at, or

near, two points on the map.

"Either of those two points could be important,"

Katie said. "If they have a central base of operations,

chances are the lines would intersect near their hideout.

"Which could be one of those two points," Don said.

"Yes. It isn't guaranteed, but it's possible," Katie

added. "Let's check another way. This time, let's con

nect the places where 'gifts' were stolen, with where

they reappeared."

A bit of programming ensued. Katie gave Sherlock

instructions about new data to plot on the map.

"Each of these new lines," Katie explained, "is the

history of a stolen object. Something disappeared at

one end, and reappeared at the other. This line, here,

belongs to the crystal cat. Between the ends of each

line, the question is: where did the stolen objects go?"

"To the hideout?"

"Right. And, look where these new lines meet. The

same two points. Almost a bull's-eye," she said.

"I think we should tell the sheriff," said Don.

"Not so fast," Katie interrupted. "There's no guaran

tee he'd believe our story. We have to get proof."

"I volunteer to man the telephone."

"What?"

"So we don't miss any anonymous tips."

"That won't be necessary," Katie replied. "I'll need

you someplace else tonight."
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B
leeeep! Katies wristwatch alarm went off. She backed awayfrom

her hiding place and stepped right on thefoot ofa very big man.

"I was afraid of that."

"And, I'll even let you choose which of the possible

hideouts you want to watch."

Don groaned. He pointed to one site on Sherlock's

screen, and agreed to meet Katie later that evening.

Nine P.M. Katie and Don synchronized watches in

front of Daniels' Drugs. As a safety precaution, they

agreed to return every hour on the hour. Katie set her

digital watch alarm for 9:55 to warn her when she had

to head back.

They mounted their bicycles, and sped off in op

posite directions.

The oniy real structure near Don's post—a garage-

was closed and dark.

Katie found a farm near her post. It looked aban

doned, but a light barely showing through the window

shades announced that someone was home. A couple

of vans stood in tall grass. Katie wrote down the

license-plate numbers and hid behind a nearby bush.

Time flew—faster than Katie thought. Her watch

startled her with its beeping reminder. She turned the

alarm off and backed away from her hiding place. She

had barely crawled back when she stepped on the

foot of a very big man. 0

Has Katie backed herself into trouble? Has she bun

gled into the crooks' hands (or feet)? Should she

switch to a quieter wristwatch? Find out in ENTERS

next issue, in the exciting conclusion of "The Case of

the Crystal Cat."

DAVID B. POWELL is a writer who lives in Massachusetts and

specializes in computers. Story © 1984 David B. Powell

FROM KATIE'S DOSSIER

Is a story untrue, simply because it's called

"fiction?" Not at all! From time to time, we'll peer into

Katie Parker's personal file (her "dossier") to see

her mystery-solving techniques in action in the real

world.

Our first dossier is about "Sherlock's Glass," the

TV camera Katie uses to feed pictures directly into

her computer. These devices really do exist. At

carnivals and computer shows, you'll see them in

action—capturing images of people's faces which

are then printed on paper—or even on T-shirts.

Until recently, the camera, hardware and software

to use "Sherlock's Glass" would have cost thou

sands of dollars. But that's changed. For example,

Micron Technology Inc. makes the MicronEye'input

camera for Apple, IBM PC, Commodore 64 and

Radio Shack Color computers. The tiny digital cam

era comes with its own tripod stand, computer

interface and graphic software—all for about $295.

Point this camera at anything, and what it sees will

go into your computer's memory. (Micron Technol

ogy, Inc., Vision Systems Group, 2805 East Colum

bia Rd., Boise, ID 83706.

—DavidB. Powell
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THE CURIOUS CASE OF THE

DISAPPEARING DIAMONDS

at Flowchart Manor

Itwas a slow day at the

Darrell Danger Detective

Agency and Fruit Stand. I

should know—I'm Darrell

Danger.

I was just about to peel

another grape when in walks this

mad scientist type. I knew he was a

scientist because of the white lab

coat he was wearing. I knew he was

mad because his (ace was redder

than a ripe tomato.

"I've got a big case for you," he

said.

"I get a lot of big cases around

here," I said, pointing to a crate of

watermelons.

"Perhaps you'll find a case of

these more interesting," he said,

pulling a 36-carat diamond out of

his pocket.

My eyes nearly bugged out when

I saw it. If he had a hunk of ice that

big, I figured I'd better play it cool.

"Recently, I invented a method

for making diamonds out of super

cooled ice," my new buddy went

on. "I kept the secret formula inside

a vault in a locked room in my

laboratory. I also spent a fortune to

turn the whole building into a maze

that would trap any criminal.

"But in spite of all that, someone

managed to break in and steal the

formula. I want you to catch the

thief and get it back."

I could see this wasn't going to

be all peaches and cream. "Are

there any suspects?" I asked.

BY MICHAEL DAYTON

"Thanks to my camera system, I

know that four crooks broke into my

lab late last night," he told me.

"They are known as The Thin Man,

Big Bald Bubba, Two-Bits Tommy

and Snake-Eyes Sandy. Ever heard

of them?"

"Sure I know 'em," I said. "They're

a rotten bunch of bananas, all

right." I reached into my desk and

pulled out the files on all four. These

crooks were the real pits.

My mad-scientist type pulled out

a map of his premises. His security

plans had more layers than an

onion. He had built in secret pas

sages, a molasses swamp, and an

alligator pit. It was as nutty as a

fruitcake.

I knew if I didn't remember a few

things, I 'd never solve the case. So

I pulled out an empty potato sack

and wrote them down:

1. A hidden camera at the entrance

photographed the thieves as they

came in. They had entered one at a

time, at one-hour intervals. The

Thin Man came in first. An hour

later, in came Big Bald Bubba. Next

was Two-Bits Tommy, and Snake-

Eyes Sandy was last.

2. If a crook made it back to the

entrance area, he or she could

travel around the house again.

3. Once the vault door was opened,

it remained open.

4. Once the guard was put to sleep,

he remained asleep.

5. There were only two bags of dia

monds in the lab.

6. My client had left a set of keys in

his lab coat and it was in the pile of

dirty laundry.

7. Each time a piece of ice was

placed next to the window, it stayed

there without melting till morning.

This case was going to be harder

than a coconut to crack. It was

peppered with clues. I had to use

the floor plan, the files of the four

suspects, and the facts I listed on

the potato sack. I knew I had to

keep track of how many blocks of

ice were propped up under the

window, and how much each sus

pect weighed—with and without

the bags of jewels.

I started to trace the route of the

first crook to enter the lab. Before

you could say "Afghanistan Ba

nana stand," I'd gotten to the core

of the mystery.

But before I spill the beans, I'll

give you a chance to chew it over.

Use your noodle and you'll have it

solved in no time. H

TURN THE PAGE for the map of

Flowchart Manor. Turn to page 51

for the answer to the mystery.

MICHAEL DAYTON, freelance writer, wrote

ENTER'S "Win a Robot!" contest
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Flowchart Manor
(Continued from previous page)

STEP ON
WELCOME MAT «■

STEP ON
HIDDEN

TRAP DOOR

LEAVE
THROUGH
BOOKCASE



DROP
THROUGH

TRAP DOOR

SEARCH
LAUNDRY

KEY
STILL
THERE?

SEE
8 FOOT HIGH
WINDOW

TAKE IT
STUPID

LEAVE
THROUGH

SECRET PANEL
CAN YOU
REACH

WINDOW?

ADD TOTAL
HEIGHT

OF BLOCKS

ENTER

GUARD
ROOM

PUT BLOCK
UNDER
WINDOW

ENTER
FREEZER

BEEN
HERE

MORE THAN
ONCE?

TAKE 12 INCH
ICE BLOCK

CELLAR-
IT'S DARK

NAME: The Thin Man

HEIGHT: 71" WEIGHT: 347 lbs

Expert locksmith. Can open doors; can't

open safe. Afraid of mice.

NAME: Big Bald Bubba

HEIGHT: 41" WEIGHT: 124 lbs.

HEIGHT WITH ELEVATOR SHOES: 6'2'

Safecracker. Wears elevator shoes.

NAME: Two-Bits Tommy

HEIGHT: 62" WEIGHT: 126 lbs.

Expert lockpick; can open any door, but

not safes.

NAME: Snake-Eyes Sandy

HEIGHT: 511" WEIGHT: 122 lbs.

Expert hypnotist; she could put guard to

sleep. Afraid of mice.



MOVING?
Be sure that Enter moves with you.

Please attach a copy of the mailing label

from this issue of Enter and mail it to us at:

ENTER

; ONE DISK DRIVE

! P.O. BOX 2686
1 BOULDER, COLORADO 80321

Please be sure that Enter gets to me at my new house.

New Address:

Name

Slreel Apt.

Cily

Allow 6 weeks for processing, thank you.

Slate Zip

ATARI™ USERS
WE SPECIALIZE IN BACKUP HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

"We are itie Backup Experts

COPY ANV ATARI- CARTRIDGE

CART CLONE1"

A MUST FOR ALL ATARI™ USERS
CART CLONE will backup and Iransloi
any 8 or )6K cartridge to disk or tape
Trie contents o( Ihe cartridge will
Become a Me which you can transfer,

rename or delete They will e«ecule

I'om DO5 No need to 'un a special
menu or program to run these hies

(A| Will it copy any cartridge"1

The answer is YES

{B) What will I gef

TheanjweMsacartridgecoritain-
ing the hardware required ana a

disk with the cloner software in a
powerlul machine language pro
gram

We are running an Introductory Sale

lor a limited time Vou can gel CAHT
CLONE" w-lfi software lor

$5995

2 50 Shipping

This price could increase in the future
Dealer inquiries are welcome

CART CLONE" goes in the led carl-
ridge slot enabling it lo work in all

ATARI'" Home Computers including
the XL series

ALL FUNDS must

be In US Dollars.

THE BOOK

WITH SOFTWARE
Soltware protection and code crackmq

techniques MASTER CODE

CRACKER REVEALS ALL
In Inis boo* you will find out now the

sollware is protected and ways to

protect your software Copy gua.'dmg

will be covered m detail on Bisks

cartridges ana tapes and hardware

lucks You will also receive a disk with

many programs and camples

BOOK WITH SOFTWARE ONLV

$2495

2 50 Shipping

NEW PRODUCT

The DOWNLOADER
For Tht ATARI BIS Modem"

t lasi a Drogram tnai »iii allow yoi

ownload B nary and Basic liies min

ew B35 Modem no interface need

But Stu 01 All you -ill beaDle

load games f'om bulletin Boards

sollware and rn« B3S Moce.-n

$3495

2 50 Shipping

TheTRANSFERPACK
FOR BACKING UP AND TRANS
FERRING YOUR SOFTWARE

1) Disk file to laps

2) Boot tape lo duk Mo

3) Tape to tape ttnuiti i single siage)

VERY POWERFUL and low priced
Programs are in machine language
and user friendly ALL 3 FOR ONLY

2 50 Shipping

The HACKER'S

TREASURE CHEST

IS Utility Programs on disk These

programs are designed to aid you in

copying toftwir* lor your backup

collection You will be able to copy dliki,

anfl c»Hltt>. Any one

worth ins price olalMfl It has

er one year to pui together this

« Hicktr'i TrHiun

T [fie programs you

rtrldg* Copy. Bootap*

cirirldg

prograrr

colle

Maker. T.

Unptolec

Sector F

more Ah

pi 10 Ilii. SeciorCopr, Tn«

:; t OlMitembler. Bid

nder. Mod«m Prognm pJus

pfog/amj plus 10 iroie

Vou nllal! eamtnu

11c and binary hies just by

typing the number of Ihe program Any

file on any disk will load automatically

from this menu ALL FOR ONLY

$2495
2 50 Shjpping

PHOW. OROIRS

(516) J67-1B66

(516) 588-6019

GARDNER COMPUTING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 388. HOLBROOK, N.Y. 11741

We ate working on New Products and Software - CALL

'We are the leaders in backup software for the

Atari Home Computer"

OFTWARE
SCANNER

(Continued from page 21)

just designs. Special "teleporters"

(to run two programs at one time)

let you create fancy arcade-type

games. Instructions take only one

keystroke, and happen as you

type. To spot bugs, you can run

your programs forward or back

ward from any step.

You'll like this: your friends can

legally copy Speilcaster\ For best

results, each user should buy a

manual (The Book of Spells;

$12.95). The manual is academic,

but you will find the disk tutorial is

outstanding.

You may also want to

subscribe to the Spellcaster

newsletter, "Spellswapper," a

disk/print combination that in

cludes helpful utility programs. A

subscription for six issues a year

is $55.

Spellcaster won't really teach

you computer literacy, but it lays a

good foundation. And for snazzy

game-making, it's got the touch.

PHI BETA FILER

(Scarborough, $49.95; disk, available for

all Apple computers, Commodore 64, IBM

PC & PCjr)

If the filing system you use to

keep track of your paper route or



Answers

stamp collection is a mess, Phi

Beta Filer (PBF) could be just

the organizing tool that you

need at home.

PBF is an easy-to-use system

that lets you "file" information into

pre-programmed categories like

Address Book and Coin Collec

tion.

You then can update the

items whenever necessary. Some

of the other files on the disk—

Income Taxes and Inventory, for

example—may not interest you,

but your parents might find them

useful.

(You can also make up your

own categories.)

PBF has a nice feature that al

lows you to find certain files

without having to flip through an

entire category.

Let's say that you want a list

of all the people along your

paper route who tip more than

50<£ a week. You tell the computer,

what you want and it scans the

category. Within a few seconds,

those names wili begin appearing

on the screen.

You need as much self-disci

pline to keep PBF files up-to-date

as you do with any non-com

puterized filing system. So unless

you have a lot of things to keep

track of, think twice about getting

this program.

But PBF is so very easy and

efficient (and really kind of

fun), it will help make organizing a

little easier to handle.

—(Reviewed by Jessica Wolfe) B

FLOWCHART (pege 47)

Here's what happened on the

night of the crime.

The Thin Man got trapped

by the mice in the cellar of The

Manor. Big Bald Bubba picked up

one bag of diamonds then lost his

shoes in the molasses swamp.

The second time he went through

the hall, Bubba fell through to the

laundry and ended up in the

freezer. Two-Bit Tommy got as far

as the safe, but fell into the

alligator pit.

That left Snake-Eyes Sandy

as the thief. She put the guard to

sleep, got the combination in the

office, and then was able to

steal the formula. 0

TOXUT THE COST OF COMPUTER FUN

Here's the book that shows you

how to get free or almost free stuff

for your computer! Great stuff like

games, disks, educational programs,

magazines, t-shirts, chocolate

floppies and other goodies—even

send-away coupons for special

discounts! Plus tips on computer

camps, clubs and more.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON

New American Library

P.O. Box 999, Bergenfield, NJ 07621

^r Please send me copies of (Z5561) ALMOST
FREE COMPUTER STUFF FOR KIDS at $9.95 each

(S12.50 in Canada) plus S1.50 postage and handling per order.

I enclose D check □ money order (no COD'S or cash),

or charge □ Visa D MasterCard.

Cards' Exp. Date

PLUME

Allow a minimum ol d to 6 weeks (or delivery. This ofter, prices and numbers

are subject to change without notice. Offer expires June 30.1985. J

NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY |\|AI_



HOLIDAY FUN
Gifts that keep

on giving for the

entire year...

from

Children's
Television

Workshop

Sesame Street Magazine-

Big Bird and his delightful

friends bring dozens of playful
surprises, ten terrific times a
year. (It's the entertaining

education that Sesame Street

does best!) Puzzles, cut-outs,

games, A-B-C's, 1-2-3's,...
there's all the magic of the TV

super-series in every colorful
issue.

3-2-1 Contact—Science is fun. And
you can make it a year-long learning

adventure for your favorite 8 to 12 year-

olds. 3-2-1 Contact will bring ten big

issues packed with puzzles, projects,
experiments, questions and answers

about the world around us. It's an in

volving, fun way to learn!

The Electric Company Magazine

—as creatively entertaining as the
TV show kids love. It's amusing,

playful, absorbing, and educa

tional for beginning and young

readers ages 6 to 10. Enjoy ten

colorful issues filled with puzzles,

games, cut-outs, stories, jokes...

and sunny smiles.

Enter Magazine. The fun way
for your child to learn compu

ter skills, understand compu

ter technology, and keep

up on computer games

and news. A one year

subscription (10 issues)

brings programs for all

home computers, quizzes,
puzzles, and features that

involve your 10 to 16 year-

old and encourage him or

her to become a compe
tent computerite. And you

don't need a computer in

your home to make it work!

Children's Television Workshop. One Lincoln Plaza • New York, N.Y. 10023



Strange Fmes...
ANSWERS TO CONTEST # 1

emember these faces? They were the stars

of ENTER's "Face-Off" contest in our April,

1984, issue. For those of you who are tuning

in a little late, the challenge was to identify six

celebrities whose faces had been pixelized

beyond recognition by computer. Then to

make things even tougher, ENTER asked for a descrip

tion of how each celebrity

was tied in to the world of

computers, electronics or

space technology.

Aaron Loudon, 12, from

London, Ohio, was the

winner! He identified all

the faces correctly and

won the grand prize—an

Atari 800XL and a library

of Activision games.

Aaron wasn't the only

person to get the right

answers—15 others did,

too. So to pick a grand

prize winner, we held a

tie-breaker. The chal

lenge was to guess the

number of pixels that

made up the photo of

Matthew Broderick. Most

people guessed around

600; that's how many

boxes the photo had

been broken into. The

correct number of pixels

was 16,500.

Who were the stars be

hind the pixelization?

Aaron Loudon saw

through the disguises,

but some of you mistook celebrity number one for

Sting, lead singer with the Police, and others guessed

it was John Glenn. Not even close.

Celebrity #1 is Martina Navratilova, who uses a

computer to improve her tennis game and to regulate

her diet ("Martina's High-Tech Trainer," ENTER,

October, 1984).

Celebrity #2 is

Matthew Broderick, no

relation to Matthew

Laborteaux or Han Solo,

or any of the other names

some of you guessed.

Matthew Broderick

played David Lightman, a

computer hacker in the

movie WarGames.

Hey! Hey! Hey! Celeb

rity #3 is Bill Cosby. You

may remember that he

used to do commercials

for Texas Instruments

home computers.

Celebrity #4 is Dirk the

Daring, hero of the Drag

on's Lair arcade game,

Some of you mistook Dirk

for his distant cousin

Flash Gordon. Sorry,

wrong hero.

Celebrity #5 is Albert

Einstein, the world-

renowned physicist—

a genius with a mathe

matical mind that was

almost like a computer.

Celebrity #6 is actress

Carrie Fisher, costumed
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Strange Faces...
(Continued from previous page)

for her role as Princess

Leia in Star Wars. How

could anybody think that

she was inventor Ray

Kurzweil? It's hard to be

lieve, but someone did.

PLUGGING INTO PIXELS

How did these celebri

ties get pixelized? And

what/s pixeiization,

anyway?

"Pixeiization is used to

give images a computer

ized look," says Martha

Camsler, the artist who

worked with ENTER on

these photographs.

When a photograph is

pixelized, every one of

the many thousands of

picture elements—or

pixels—that make up an

image on a computer screen com

bines with other pixels around it to

form a box. The result is a pho

tograph that's broken into lots of

little boxes.

HOWIT'S DONE

Martha used a computerized

pen and touch tablet connected to

a special DEC PDP1123 main

frame computer that has graphics

software built in. She started off by

placing each photograph under a

video scanner. This machine scans

the picture and sends it through

(1) To pixelize a photo of actor Matthew Broderick

(2) a computer breaks it down into boxes. (3) These

boxes get larger and the image becomes distorted.

(4) By the time the boxes have been enlarged 15

times, the photograph is unrecognizable.

Aaron, 12, guessed the Face-Off faces.

an encoder that will

break down what it

"sees" into lots of ones

and zeros. Next, it relays

this information directly

into the computer's mem

ory. Now Martha is ready

to work her magic.

Martha started off her

pixelizing work by bring

ing each photograph up

on her computer screen.

Then she told the com

puter to break down the

picture into areas of, say,

two by three pixels. These

areas form boxes. That's

why a pixelized pho

tograph looks like it's

broken into boxes. The

computer combines the

colors within each box,

and comes up with one

color that is the "average" of all

of them. Martha can increase the

size of the boxes—the larger the

boxes, the more unrecognizable

the photograph.

Martha then began touching

up and enhancing these images.

Using a palette of more than 19

million colors and choosing from

over 100 different brushes, Martha

enhanced the color in each picture.

She blended in rough spots, and

gave the images a finished look.

The results? Well, they stumped

a lot of you! —Elizabeth Hettich,
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Lost Robots

ANSWERS TO CONTEST # 2

OST: One robot, black and white, approx

imately 12 inches high. Answers to the name

F.R.E.D. Distinguishing features: two small

red lights that blink occasionally. If found,

please return to ENTER Magazine.

Much as he might have liked to, F.R.E.D.

didn't stay hidden for long. Within a few weeks after

our "Lost Robot" contest ran in the June issue of

ENTER, almost 2,000 dedicated F.R.E.D.-finders sent

in their guesses to the 11 questions and dug up other

hints buried in the contest.

Just about everyone who tried to find F.R.E.D. did a

very impressive detective job. Not everyone found the

robot, however. Many of you went on a wild robot chase

to places like the Hollywood Bowl, the EPCOT Center

parking lot, Mount Sneffels Crater and even Grauman's

Chinese Theatre!

By the time you read this, F.R.E.D. will have settled

nicely into his new home with Jove Graham,10, from

Ottsville, Pennsylvania. In addition to giving us the 11

right answers, Jove found the 11 hints we had buried,

plus 19 others we didn't even know were in there ■

The answers were: Czechoslo

vakia (we also accepted Bohemia):

Suez Canal, Egypt; Japan; Tokyo;

Mariana Trench (or Challenger

Deep); Christmas Island; Nautilus;

Cape Canaveral, Florida; the

Earth's moon—and F.R.E.D's hid

ing place—the Jules Verne Crater

on the dark side of Earth's moon.

Many of the hints we had hidden

were titles of Jules Verne books

{20,000 Thousand Leagues Under

the Sea, Journey to the Center of

the Earth, Mysterious Island). The

names of Verne characters like

Phileas Fogg (from Around the
Jove, 10, found F.R.E.D. on the moon.

World in 80 Days) and Pencraft {Mysterious Island)

were also conveniently dropped into the contest.

Other clues were a littte harder, For example, this

statement in clue H: "Egads! a bad omen, captain...

your boat has drifted away backwards/' If you look

closely at this clue, you'll see that "omen" backwards

reads "Nemo," the name of the captain villain in

Verne's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Also, if you

look over the first letter of clues B through K, you'll see

that they spell out J-U-L-E-S -V-E-R-N-E...backwards!

These, and the other clever touches, were dreamed up

by ENTER freelance writer Michael Dayton.

We'd like to thank everyone for their great work trying

to solve this contest. "Honorable Mentions" go to some

of the more unusual entries we received: Kevin Walsh,

Williamstown, NJ, and Amy and Stephen Loch of

Springville, PA, for their very imaginative entries; Amy

and Melissa Turner of San Jose, CA, Laura Geesey,

Columbia, SC, and Aaron Spencer, Canaseraga, NY,

for their maps and artwork; and Jeff Shapiro, Spring

field, MO, and Bill Mathey, Southbury, CT, for the

supporting "evidence" and detailed descriptions

that they sent in with their answers.

The 30 top runners-up will

receive ENTER T-shirts, and

posters from Androbot, Inc., the

California personal robot company

that sponsored the contest and

provided F.R.E.D.

We don't have room to list all of

the hints that winner Jove Graham

found, but we will send them to

those die-hard F.R.E.D. finders who

really need to know. Mail a self-

addressed, 20-cent stamped enve

lope to: F.R.E.D., ENTER, 1 Lincoln

Plaza, New York, NY 10023. 0

—Jessica Wolfe.
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AINING

PROGRAMS FOR YOUR COMPUTER
Apple, Adam, Atari, Commodore 64, IBM, Tl 99/4A,

Timex-Sinclair, TRS-80 Color Computer, VIC-20

OUT OF THE RANGE (To the tune of

the chorus from "HOME, HOME

ON THE RANGE")

My variable's out of range,

And the stuff on my screen looks

real strange.

My syntax is wrong,

And my program's too long,

And my newest game cartridge

won't play.

Howdy, all you BASIC Buck-

aroos! Yessiree, I reckon it's dad

near time for 'nother eight pages

of BASIC Training. This time,

pardner, we've rounded up a

whole passel of programs that are

more fun than a barrel of jackrab-

bits on loco weed. And that ain't

all, by a long shot. We lassoed us

a new one of them there "BASIC

Plus" columns. This one's 'bout

that dang fangled language

called Assembly.

It's a might easier than smoke

signals, that's fer sure.

Ye say ye want more? How 'bout

one of them BASIC Glossaries

and a new programmin1 Chal

lenge? If that don't keep you

varmints satisfied for a while, I'll

be hogtied in a holler full of short-

tempered sidewinders.

So get to it, all you program-

punchers. Meanwhile, I'm gonna

saddle up ole PAINT and ride off

into the sunset.

—Richard Chevat, Technical Editor.

RANDOM RADAR:

APPLE

Want to practice your skills as

an air traffic controller? Search the

skies for incoming alien space

craft? This program won't really

turn your Apple into a radar

screen, but it will look like one.

Lines 10 through 140 set up the

screen and the variables you

need for the sweeping "radar"

line. Line 150 is the start of the

loop that makes the line move.

Lines 290 through 360 draw and

erase a "blip".

By the way, if you'd rather be

the captain of a submarine, just

change the PRINT statement on

line 50tO "SONAR GRID."

10 PRINT : PRINT

20 BX = 5

30 BY = 1 + INT (156 * RND (1))

40 HTAB (10)

50 PRINT "SKY SWEEP RADAR

GRID"

60 DT = .1

70 C = COS(DT):S = SIN (DT)

80 SC = 1.16

90 CX = 140 :CY = 80

100 HGR:GOSUB430

110 XT - 0:YT - - 0

120 X « 0.Y = 80

130 HCOLOR= 3

140 HPLOT3.18

145 REM LOOP TO SWEEP

150 FOR I = 1TO63

160 T = X-C - Y*S

170 Y = Y * C + X * S

180 X - T

190 HI = 1.7 *SC *X + CX

200 VI = Y * 1.5 + CY

210 IF Hl< 4 THEN HI = 4

220 IF HI > 278 THEN HI - 278

230 IF Vl< 1 THEN VI = 1

240 IF VI > 158 THEN VI - 158

250 HCOLOR= 0

260 HPLOT (BX - 1),BY

270 HPLOT BX,(BY - 1) TO

BX,(BY + 1)

280 HPLOT CX.CY TO XT.YT

285 REM DRAW BLIP

290 HCOLOR= 3

300 HPLOT CX.CY TO H1.V1

310 HPLOT BX.BY TO (BX + 2),BY

320 HPLOT (BX + 1),(BY - 1) TO

(BX + 1),(BY + 1)

330 IF BX < 277 THEN GOTO 390

340 HCOLOR- 0

350 HPLOT BX.BY

360 HPLOT (BX + 1),(BY - 1) TO

(BX + 1),(BY + 1)

370 BY - INT (156 * RND (1)) + 1

380 BX = 5

390 BX - BX + 1

400 XT = H1:YT - VI

410 NEXT I

420 GOTO 150

430 HCOLOR= 1

440 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0

450 HPLOT TO 279,159

460 HPLOT TO 3,159

470 HPLOT TO 2,0

480 return —Daniel E. Cohn
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BAR BATTlf:

ATARI

In "Bar Battle," your mission

is to eat dots (sound familiar?).

But these dots are guarded by a

black bar that sweeps across the

screen. You must use your joystick

to maneuver around the bar and

eat the dots without touching the

bar. You have 10 passes of the bar

to get them all. When you're done,

wait at the top of the screen for the

bar to pass by, and you'll be given

a new screen.

As you get to higher levels, the

bar gets taller. Finally, there is just

enough room for you to squeeze

over as it goes by. And watch out

for level 10-—the bar starts moving

twice as fast!

5 REM BAR BATTLE

10 GR. 3:SE. 4,5,5:LEV = 1

20 HPO = 53248:PCO = 704

30 N0HIT = 53278

40 A = PEEK(106}-8

50 POKE 54279,A

60 MYPM= 256*A

70 POKE 559,46:POKE 53277,3

80 POKE HPO.0: GOSUB 7000

195 REM GAME LOOP

200 LOSE = 0:TRY = 0

210 X = 20:Y=0:GOSUB 5000

220 POKENOHIT,0:GOSUB 1000

230 ?CHR$(125); "EAT FOOD.

DON'T GET HIT!!!"

240 ? "WAIT AT TOP WHEN

DONE"

250 ? "LEVEL " ;LEV; " PASSES

LEFT";10-TRY

260 LEFT = 0:STP=1

270 IF LEV> 10 THEN STP = 2

280 FOR HP = 40 TO 208 STEP STP

290 GOSUB 2000:POKE HPO, HP

300 GOSUB 4000

310 IF LOSE = 1 THEN GOTO 200

320 NEXT HP

330 IF LEFT-0 THEN?

CHR$(125);"YOU WIN":

LEV = LEV + 1:GOTO 200

340 TRY = TRY +1

350 IF TRY>10 THEN GOSUB

8000

360 IF LOSE = 1 THEN GOTO 200

370 GOTO 230
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1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

2080

2090

3000

3010

3020

3040

3050

4000

4010

4020

4030

4040

5000

5010

5020

5030

5040

5050

5060

6000

6010

6020

6030

6040

6050

7000

7010

REM SET UP BAR

ROOM-80-(LEV*5)

IF ROOM<20 THEN

ROOM = 20

FOR I-MYPM+ 512 +

ROOM TO MYPM +

640-33

POKE 1,255: NEXT I

RETURN

REM CURSOR

COLOR 0: PLOT X0,Y0

COLOR 3:PLOTX,Y

X0= X:Y0 = Y

A = STICK(0)

IF A - 15 THEN RETURN

IFA = 7THENX=X+1

IFA=11THENX =X-1

IFA=13THENY =Y+1

IFA=14THENY =Y-1

IFX>39THENX = 39

IFX<0THENX = 0

IFY<0THENY = 0

IFY>19THENY=19

RETURN

REM COLLISION?

HIT = PEEK(53252)

IF HIT - 0 THEN RETURN

IF HIT-1 THEN GOSUB

6000:RETURN

GOSUB 8000: RETURN

REM MAKE TARGETS

NUMTARG-LEV*

3: COLOR 1

FOR I- 1 TO NUMTARG

YY = INT(RND(-1)*12 +

(15-LEV))

IF YY>19 THEN 5030

PLOTINT(RND{-1)*

30+5),YY

NEXT I:RETURN

REM HIT DOTS

SOUND 0,20,10,5

FORS = 1TO5: NEXT S

SOUND 0,0,0,0

POKE NOHIT.0

LEFT=1:RETURN

REM CLEAR SPRITE

FOR I = MYPM + 512 TO

MYPM+ 640

7020 POKEI,0:NEXTI

7030 RETURN

8000 REM YOU LOSE

8010 ?CHR$(125);"YOU LOSE"

8020 FOR I - 1 TO 255 STEP 5

8030 SOUND 0,I,10,5:NEXT I

8040 POKE NOHIT.0

8050 POKE HPO,0:LOSE-1

8060 SOUND 0,0,0,0

8070 LEV - LEV - 1: IF LEV< 1

THEN LEV=1

8080 GOSUB 7000

8090 GR. 3:POKE 559,46

9000 se. 4,5,5: return—Jim Clark

SOUND????:

TIMEX-SINCLAIR

1000,1500

The Timex-Sinclair 1000 and

1500 don't have sound built in.

But Steve Urbuaer, age 13, of

Lincoln, Nebraska, has figured

out a way to make music with

them, anyway. You just have to

use a radio as a peripheral.

Put an AM radio next to your

computer and tune it to an

"open" channel (one with no

station on it). Then run the

program and listen.

10 FORA = 1TO5

20 FOR B - 1 TO 25

30 GOSUB 190

40 NEXT B

50 FOR C - 1 TO 50

60 GOSUB 190

70 NEXT C

80 FORD=1TO75

90 GOSUB 190

100 NEXTD

110 FORE-1 TO 50

120 GOSUB 190

130 NEXTE

140 FORF = 1TO100

150 GOSUB 190

160 NEXTF

170 NEXT A

180 GOTO 10

190 SLOW

200 FAST

210 return —Stem Urbauer

(BASIC Training continues on next page)
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iASIC IRAINING

(BASIC Training cont. from previous page)

TAILS I WIN, HEADS

YOU LOSE:

APPLE, ADAM, ATARI, COMMODORE

64, IBM, TIMEX-SINCLAIR, TI99/4A,

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER, VIC-20

When you play this betting

game with your computer, you'll

see how this progam got its name.

No matter which combination of

heads and tails you bet on, the

computer can pick a combination

that gives it a better chance of

winning.

The program asks you to pick a

sequence of three coin tosses

(line 100). It can beany

combination of three heads (H) or

tails (T). The computer will pick a

different sequence, which it bets on.

Then the program simulates a

coin toss with the rnd function in

line 190. (What's an rnd function?

See this month's BASIC Glossary.)

Each "toss" is either a t for tails or

H for heads. The computer keeps

tossing coins until one sequence

of three shows up. If your pick

comes up first, you win.

For example, if you pick thh,

the computer will pick hth (we'll

explain how in a minute). Let's say

the first "toss" is a T, then another

t, then an H, then another h. That

would make the sequence tthh

and you would win. But most of

the time, the computer wins.

Believe it or not, the principle

behind this game was discovered

by a mathematician named Walter

Penney. How does it work? In line

120 the computer drops the last

letter of your choice. Then in lines

130 and 140, it adds the opposite

of the middle letter of your choice

to the front of the two remaining

letters.

For example, say you choose

hht. The computer drops the last

T, leaving HH. Then it adds a T

(the opposite of your middle

letter) to the front, making thh.

You can still win, but the computer

has the edge. Try it on your

friends—dare them to beat the

computer.

The program below is for Apple

and Adam computers. Following it

are instructions for adapting it for

other computers.

APPLE, ADAM:

10 TEXT : HOME

20 PRINT "HOW MUCH MONEY

WOULD YOU LIKE TO START

WITH?";

30 INPUT M

40 HOME

50 PRINT "YOU NOW HAVE

";M;" DOLLARS"

60 PRINT "HOW MUCH DO YOU

WISH TO BET ON THIS

TURN?"

70 INPUT B

80 IF B > M THEN 40

90 T$ = " "

100 PRINT : PRINT "WHAT

COMBINATION OF HEADS

AND TAILS DO YOU BET

ON?"

110 INPUT H$

115 REM COMPUTER'S BET

120 C$ =LEFT${H$,2)

130 IFMID$(H$,2,1) = "T"

THENC$ = "H" + C$:

GOTO 150

140 LETC$ = "T" + C$

150 HOME

160 PRINT "I BET ON "; C$

170 PRINT "PRESS RETURN FOR

THE NEXT TOSS"

180 INPUT X$ : PRINT : PRINT

185 REM COIN TOSS

190 LET R = INT ( RND (1) * 2 +

1)
200 IFR = 1 THEN 240

210 LETTS = T$ + "T"

220 PRINT "TAILS!"

230 GOTO 260

240 LETTS = T$ + "H"

250 PRINT "HEADS!"

260 PRINT : PRINT "WE HAVE ";

T$; "SO FAR"

(Program continues on next page)
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(Program continued from previous page)

270

280

290

300

310

320

325

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

PRINT : PRINT

IF RIGHTS (T$ ,3) - H$ THEN

350

IF RIGHTS (T$ ,3) <> C$

THEN 170

PRINT "I WIN!"

LET M = M - B

FOR G - 1 TO 1000: NEXT G

REM OUT OF MONEY?

IFM< = 0 THEN 400

GOTO 40

PRINT "YOU WIN!"

FORG = 1 TO 1000: NEXT G

LET M - M + B

GOTO 40

PRINT

PRINT "SORRY, YOU'RE OUT

OF MONEY"

PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO

PLAY AGAIN? Y/N"

INPUT X$

IFX$ = "Y" THEN 10

COMMODORE 64 AND VIC 20:

Change lines 10, 40 and 150 to:

PRINT CHR$ (147)

Change line 190 to:

190 R = INT (RND (1) *2) +1

IBM PC AND PCJR: Change lines

10,40, andl50to:CLS

Add or change these lines:

5 RANDOMIZE TIMER

190 R = INT(RND*2) + 1

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER:

Change lines 10, 40 and 150 to: cls

Change line 190 to:

190 R = RND{2)

77 99/4A: Change lines 10, 40 and

150 to: CALL CLEAR

Add or replace these lines:

5 RANDOMIZE

45 1 = 0

120 C$ = SEG${H$,1,2)

130 IFSEG$(H$,2,1)<> "T"

THEN 140

131 C$="H" + C$

132 GOTO 150
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140 C$=NT" + C$

175 1=1+1

190 R = INT(2*RND) + 1

260 PRINT

261 PRINT "WE HAVE M;T$;"SO

FAR"

280 IF SEG$(T$,I,3) = H$ THEN

350

290 IF SEG${T$,I.3)<> C$ THEN

170

320 FORG=1TO500

321 NEXT G

360 FORG = 1TO500

361 NEXT G

ATARI: Change lines 10,40 and 150

to:

PRINT CHR$(125)

Add or change these lines:

5 DIM T$(30),X$(1),H$(3),C$(5)

41 1 = 0

120 C$(2,3)=H$(1,2)

130 IF H$(2,2) = "T" THEN

C$(1,1) = "H1':GOTO150

140 C$(1,1) = "T"

185 1=1+1

190 R = INT(RND(0)'2) + 1

210 T$(I) = "T"

240 T$(I)="H"

275 A = LEN(T$):IF A < 3 THEN

170

280 IF T$(A -2,A) - H$ THEN

350

290 IF T$(A - 2,A) <> C$ THEN

170

TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000,1500,2068:

Change lines 10, 40 and 150 to: cls

Break up all multiple statement

lines. All if then statements must

include a GOTO.

Add or replace these lines:

5

7

15

45

120

130

140

142

145

190

280

285

RAND0

DIM C$(10)

LET I = 0

LET 1 = 1+1

LET C$(2 TO 3) = H$(l TO 2)

IF H$(2) - "TM THEN GOTO

145

LETC$(1)="T"

GOTO 150

LETC$(1) = "H"

LET R = INT(RND*2) + 1

LET A$ = T$(ITOI + 2)

IF A$ = H$ THEN GOTO 350

290 IF A$<> C$ THEN GOTO

170

430 IF X$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 10

—DavidLewis

(BASIC Training continues on next page)

BASIC GLOSSARY

RND FUNCTIONS

All microcomputers have a

way of creating so-called ran

dom numbers. Usually, they do

this with a function called RND.

By using the RND function on

your computer, you can add an

element of chance to your pro

grams, games or graphics. For

example, in this month's pro

gram "Heads I Win, Taiis You

Lose," the RND function is

used to simulate the flipping of

a coin.

The RND function is slightly

different on almost every com

puter. Usually, it gives you a

number between zero and one.

These numbers are decimal

fractions, like .1394678. That's

why you usually see the RND

function as part of an equation.

The equation is used to trans

late the decimal fraction into a

form that the program can use.

The numbers you get with a

RND function are not truly ran

dom. They are actually a series

of numbers that are the same

every time you start up your

computer. Most computers

have a way of starting the se

quence in a different place

every time. For example, the

IBMPCandtheTI99/4Ause

the RANDOMIZE command to

do this. By using RANDOMIZE

on these computers, you can

get different results with the

same program.
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ASIC DRAINING

(BASIC Training cont. trom previous page)

CHALLENGE #10:

SCIENTERRIFIC

All scientists use computers.

Everything from space shuttles to

gene splicing depends on silicon

chips and microprocessors. But

what about the rest of us?

This month we want you to

write a program that helps you

learn about science. It can be

about astronomy, biology,

chemistry or some other field.

Maybe you'll want to write an

astronomy program with graphic

displays of the solar system. Or a

weather prediction program. Or

a program that tests your know

ledge of the animal kingdom.

Send your program to CHAL

LENGE #10, ENTER Magazine,

CTW, 1 Lincoln Plaza, N.Y., N.Y

10023. We'll pick the best

program and print them in BASIC

Training. The winners will receive

$50 and an ENTER T-shirt.

Programs can be for any home

computer, but you must keep

them under 75 lines. Remember

to enclose a note telling us your

name, age, T-shirt size, the

computer the program was

written for, and a brief

description of the program.

Entries must be postmarked

no later than December 15.1984.

We read every program that is

sent in, but we cannot reply to

each of you.

And remember, if you've written

any other programs you think be

long in ENTER, send them to

BASIC Training at the address

above. We pay between $25 and

$50 for programs we publish.

WINNER OF

CHALLENGE #7:

CHRISTMASALARM
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

For challenge #7, we asked

you to write a program for the

holiday season. Jeff Wozniak, 12,

of Apple Valley, Minnesota, and

Jose Santos, 16, of Seaford, Dela

ware, both sent in Christmas

programs. They were both

good, and we thought they would

be even better if they were put

together. The result is a Christmas

alarm clock that wakes you up and

shows you a holiday greeting.

Right now, the alarm is set for

7:30, but you can change that by

changing line 80.

10 CLS

20 INPUT "HOUR ";A

30 INPUT "MINUTE " ;B

40 INPUT "SECOND ";C

50 CLS

60 PRINT (a 202.A": "B":"C

70 FORZ=1 TO550:NEXTZ

80 IF A - 7 AND B = 30 AND C = 1

THEN 130

90 IF C = 60 THEN B - B + 1 :IF

■£F\

C = 60 THEN C = 0

100 IFB = 60THENA = A -rl:IF

B = 60 THEN B = 1

110 IFA=12THENA=1

120 C = C + 1:GOTO60

130 FORA=1TO13

140 PLAY"T13;V31;01;

C;D;E;F;G;F;E;D;C"

150 NEXT A

160 FORA=1TO460'2:NEXTA

170 PMODE3,1:PCLS

180 SCREEN 1,0

190 CIRCLE (164,108),8,3

200 PAINT(166,110),3,3

210 CIRCLE(84,100),8.3

220 PAINT(84,100),3,3

230 LINE(120,36) -

(136,56),PSET,B

240 LINE{120,56)-(84,70),PSET

250 LINE-(76,20),PSET

260 LINE-(120,36),PSET

270 LINE(136,56)-(172,70),PSET

280 LINE-(178,20),PSET

290 LINE-(136,36),PSET

300 PAINT (128,40),2,4

310 PAINT(100,40),4,4

320 PAINT(156,40),4,4

330 COLOR 2,1

340 LINE{82,56)-(64,72),PSET

350 LINE-(48,78),PSET

360 LINE(116,60)-(120,72),PSET

370 LINE-(104,100),PSET

380 LINE-(104,110),PSET

390 LINE - (48,78),PSET

400 LINE(116.60) - {84,70),PSET

410 LINE-(82,56),PSET

420 PAINT(88,72),2,2

430 LINE(140,58)-(134,72),PSET

440 LINE-(152,104),PSET

450 LINE-(150,114),PSET

460 LINE-(210,74),PSET

470 LINE-(194,74),PSET

480 LINE-(174,56),PSET

490 LINE-(172,70),PSET:LINE -

(140,57),PSET

500 PAINT (156,70),2,2

510 DRAW"C4;BM 76,144;

H4L8G4F4R8F4G4L8H4"

520 DRAW'BM 96,144;

H4L8G4D4R12L12D4F4R8E4"

530 DRAW'BM 116,156;

U12H4L8G4D4R16L16D8"

540 DRAW'BM 136,144;

H4L8G4F4R8F4G4L8H4 "

550 DRAW'BM 156,144;

H4L8G4D8F4R8E4U8 "

560 DRAW'BM 176, 140;F4D8G4"

570 LINE(174,156) -

(164,140),PSET

580 DRAW'BM 164,140;G4D8F4"

590 DRAW'BM 202,144;

H4L8G4F4R8F4G4L8H4"

(Program continues on next page)
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a a

(Continued from previous page)

600 DRAW'BM 182,138;

D4U4L2D2R2"

610 DRAW'BM 56,164;

H4L8G4D8F4R8E4U4L8"

620 DRAW'BM 96,164;

H4L8G4D4R8L8D4F4R8E41

630 DRAW'BM 76,176;

H8L8R12E4H4L8G4D8F41'

640 DRAW'BM 116,164;

H4L8G4D4R8L8D4F4R8E4"

650 DRAW'BM 136,164;

H4L4D16U16L4G4"

660 DRAW'BM 156,164;

H4L8G4E4R4D16L4H4F4R8E4 "

670 DRAW'BM 174,160;F4D8G4"

680 LINE(174,174) ~

690

700

710

720

(164,160),PSET

DRAW'BM 164,160;G4D8F4"

DRAW'BM 198,164;

H4L8G4D8F4R8E4U4L8"

DRAW'BM 218,164;

H4L8G4F4R8F4G4L8H4"

GOTO 720

—Jeff Wozniakand Jose Santos

BLACKBOARD:

COMMODORE 64

Last month we printed a pro

gram called VIC Blackboard,

which let you use the Commodore

character set to draw designs on

your screen. Here's the same pro

gram adapted for the C- 64.

You use the I, J, K, and M keys

to move the characters around the

screen, and the space bar to

change the character you are

drawing with. Press Q to start over.

Note: CTRL-2 means hold down

the CTRL key and press 2.

10 PRINT CHR$ (147); "CTRL-2"

20 A=1272:B=1721

30 C=1295:D=1775

40 GOSUB 700:P = ©

50 GET M$ :IF M$ = " " THEN 50

60 IF M$ = " " THEN P - 0

70 IF M$ = " " THEN POKE

A,T:POKE B,T:POKE

C,T:POKE D,T:GOTO 50

80 IF M$ = " " THEN GOSUB

700: GOTO 50

90 IFM$ ="I" THENP= -40

100 IFM$ ="J"THENP= -1

110 IFM$ ="K" THENP = 1

120 IFM$ = "M"THENP = 40

130 A =A + P:B = B+P

140 C = C + P:D = D + P:GOSUB

600

150 POKE A,T:POKE B,T

160 POKE C,T:POKE D.T

170 GOTO 50

600 IFA<1024ORA>2023THEN

A=A-P

610 IFB<1024ORB>2023THEN

B = B-P

620 IF C<1024 OR O2023 THEN

C = C-P

630 IF D<1024 OR D>2023 THEN

D = D-P

635 IF M$ = "Q" THEN RUN

640 RETURN

700 POKE 53280,1

710 POKE 53281,0

720 T - INT(RND(0) '255)

730 POKE A,T:POKEB,T

740 POKE C,T:POKE D.T

750 RETURN

—Charles Ardai

VIC CHOPPER:

VIC-20

Shawn Leaf, 12, of Trout Creek,

Michigan, sent in this program for

the VIC-20. It uses text statements

to create a helicopter. You

press H to go faster, L to go

slower, R to go in the opposite

direction and F to go forward

again. Pressing the S key makes

the helicopter hover. The program

also makes a great helicopter

noise as you fly back and forth.

NOTE: In lines 510 and 610, italics

mean press the combination of

keys indicated. CRSR-L means
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press shift and the left/right CRSR

key. CRSR-DN means press the

up/down CRSR key.

10 REM CHOPPER

20 POKE 36878,15

30 POKE 650,255

40 POKE 36879,8

50 B =

55 D$ = "F"

60 PRINT CHR$(147);CHR$(5)

70 GET Z$

80 IFZ$ = "H" THENM= 0

90 IF Z$ = "L" THEN M - 40

100 IF 2$ = "R" THEN D$ - "R

110 IFZ$ = "F" THEND$="F'

120 IF B>254 THEN D$ = "R"

130 IF B<1 THEN D$ = "F"

140 IFD$ = "F" THEN GOSUB 500

150 IF D$ = "R" THEN GOSUB 60S

160 PRINT CHR$(147); TAB(B};A$

170

180

190

200

500

510

520

530

600

610

620

630

1000

1010

1020

1030

GOSUB 1000

IF D$ = "R" THEN B = B - 1

IF D$ = "F" THEN B - B +1

GOTO 70

REM FORWARD

A$= " CRSR-DN CRSR-L

CRSR-L CRSR-L CRSR-L CRSR-L

SHIFT-J #"

IF Z$ = "S ■ THEN B = B - 1

RETURN

REM REVERSE

A$= " CRSR-DN CRSR-L

CRSR-L # SHIFT-K"

IF Z$ = "S" THEN B = B + 1

RETURN

POKE 36877,203

POKE 36877,0

FOR A = 1 TO M: NEXT A

return —Shawn Leaf

(BASIC Training continues on next page)
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ASIC RAINING

BASIC PLUS

Introducing Assembly Language

BYMARK SUTTON-SMITH

Talking to a computer is a lot

like having a conversation with a

being from the planet Xenon.

First, you say something in En

glish. The Xenonite then trans

lates what you said from English

to Xenonese. The Xenonite thinks

over its response (naturally, it

thinks in Xenonese). It then trans

lates its answer into English, so

you can understand it.

But what if you could speak

Xenonese yourself? Then, you

could teli your Xenonish friend

exactly what's on your mind. All

those steps would be eliminated.

Assembly language is as close

as we can come to the computer's

native language, its Xenonish. As

sembly is only one step away from

the actual binary machine code of

zeros and ones that your com

puter runs on. That's why it is

called a "low-level language."

(Back when electronic computers

were first invented, there were no

computer languages at all. Every

thing had to be entered as

machine code of O's and 1's.)

BASIC, Pascal, and most other

languages you are familiar with

are known as "high-level" lan

guages. A program in a "high-

level" language like BASIC

doesn't look anything like ma

chine code. As a result, every

BASIC statement must be trans

lated (or compiled) into several

machine code statements.

Most forms of BASIC have to be

translated every time a program is

run. This added step takes time.

Translating one command may

only take a fraction of a second.

But multiply that by hundreds of

thousands of commands, and you

see why BASIC is, comparatively,

so slow.

This is one of the reasons com

puter games are almost always

written in Assembly language. In

BASIC, it would take five minutes

for Pac-Man to drag himself

across the screen. Assembly also

lets us get at parts of the com

puter that "high-level" languages

can't touch.

So why don't we program in

Assembly language all the time?

There are a number of reasons.

Assembly is more difficult and

tedious to use than a high-level

language. In a language like

BASIC, we can use English words

like PRINT or RETURN. In Assem

bly, RETURN looks like RTS.

More importantly, each "high-

level" statement will do the work of

a number of "low-level" state

ments. Think of it this way: a

"high-level" robot language might

have a command like "go to the

kitchen and get me a piece of

pie." The Assembly language ver

sion would be something like "go

into the hall, turn right, go forward

15 feet, turn left," and so on.

Of course, the "high-level" robot

might only be able to go to the

kitchen for pie. You could tell the

Assembly language robot to get

pie from other rooms in the house

—the dining room, for example. It

would just take a lot more

programming.

To see the difference in an actu

al program, look at the BASIC and

Assembly programs on the op

posite page. Believe it or not, they

both do the same thing!

If you're interested in becoming

a professional programmer, or if

you just want to learn what is really

going on inside your computer,

you should learn Assembly lan

guage. Next month, we'll talk about

different kinds of Assembly

language, and what you need to

start programming in Assembly.

MARK SUTTON-SMITH is one of ENTERS

Contributing Editors
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BASIC VS. ASSEMBLY:

A SAMPLE

Both of these programs do

the same thing. They add vari

able X and variable Y, and put

the result in variable A.

BASIC:

10 A = X + Y

20 END

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE:

X

Y

A

START

DS

DS

DS

LDAX

CLC

ADCY

STAA

LDAX +

ADCY +

STAA +

1

1

1

2

2

2

MUSICPROCESSOR:

TI99/4A

Here's a program for the Tl

99/4A. It lets you compose short

melodies by arranging musical

notes on your TV screen. It was

sent to us by Tommy Schaus, age

13, of Glen Ellyn, Illinois.

You use your up and down

arrow keys to place the notes

where you want, and your right

arrow key to move on to the next

note. Placing a note in the REST

area will make that note silent.

Put a number between one and

four under each note to set its

volume. Then use the arrow keys

again to set the duration of each

note. When you've finished, the

melody will play. Press R to play it

again, or S to start over.

10 DIM D(20), F(20), V(20)

20 U = 0
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30 CALL CLEAR

40 CALL SCREEN (5)

50 RANDOMIZE

60 CALL CHAR (144,

"08080828787830")

70 CALL CHAR (152,

"08080828787830")

80 CALL COLOR (16,2,7)

90 CALL CHAR (129,"FF"J

100 CALL CHAR (130,

"0101010101010101")

110 CALLCHAR(131,

1100000000000000FF")

120 CALL CHAR (132,

"0808080808080808")

130 CALL VCHAR (1,5,130,24)

140 CALL VCHAR (1,26,132,24)

150 CALL HCHAR (1,1,131,32)

160 CALL HCHAR (17,1,129,32)

170 CALL HCHAR (19,1,131,132)

180 CALL HCHAR (24,1,129,32)

190 CALL COLOR (9,15,15)

200 FORA = 6TO25

210 CALL VCHAR (2,A,96,15)

220 NEXT A

230 FORA = 6TO25

240 CALL VCHAR (20,A,96,4)

250 NEXT A

260 CALL HCHAR (18,6,96,20)

270 CALL COLOR (10,7,7)

280 CALL HCHAR (16,6,104,20)

290 CALL HCHAR (16,26,96,6)

300 FORA = 3TO8

310 CALL COLOR (A,2,15)

320 NEXT A

330 CALL HCHAR (16,27,82)

340 CALL HCHAR (16,28,69)

350 CALL HCHAR (16,29,83)

360 CALL HCHAR (16,30,84)

370 CALL COLOR (15,2,15)

380 N = 9

385 REM INPUT NOTES

390 F0RA = 6TO25

400 IF NO 16 THEN 430

410 CALL HCHAR (N.A.152)

420 GOTO 440

430 CALL HCHAR (N,A, 144)

440 CALL KEY (0,K,S)

450 IFK = 69THEN1000

460 IF K = 88 THEN 1070

470 IFK=68 THEN 1110

480 GOTO 440

490 U=0

500 N=18

510 FORA = 6TO25

520 CALL KEY (0,K,S)

530 IF S = 0 THEN 520

540 IF(K>52) + (K<49) THEN 520

550 CALL HCHAR (N.A.K)

560 U = U+1

570 V(U) = (K-49)*7
580 NEXT A

585 REM LENGTH OF NOTES

590 U = 0

600 N = 22

610 FORA-6TO25

620 CALL HCHAR (N,A,144)

630 CALL KEY (0,K,S)

640 IF K <> 69 THEN 680

650 IF N = 20 THEN 630

660 N-N-l

670 CALL HCHAR (N + 1 ,A,96)

680 IF K <> 88 THEN 720

690 IF N = 23 THEN 630

700 N = N+1

710 CALL HCHAR (N-1,A,96)

720 IF K= 68 THEN 740

730 GOTO 620

740 U = U + 1

750 D(U) = (N-19)*200
760 NEXT A

770 FORU=1TO20

780 IFF(U)> =110THEN800

790 F(U) = 110

800 CALL SOUND (D(U),

F(U),V(U))

810 NEXTU

820 CALL KEY (0.K.S)

830 IF K = 82 THEN 770

840 IF K = 83 THEN 10

850 GOTO 820

1000 IFNOTHEN440

1010N-N-1

1020 IF N < =14 THEN 1050

1030 CALL HCHAR (N + 1.A.104)

1040 GOTO 400

1050 CALL HCHAR (N + 1,A,96)

1060 GOTO 400

1070 IF N = 16 THEN 440

1080N = N+1

1090 CALL HCHAR (N-1.A.96)

1100 GOTO 400

1110U-U + 1

1120 IF N<> 16 THEN 1150

1130 F(U) = 20000

1140 GOTO 1160

1160 NEXT A

1170 GOTO 490 —Tommy Schaus
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ENTER POLL #7

IJ te>(j like t0 y y P
liltcomputers, and how you likeo (01 didn't like) this
If If month's issue of ENTER. Your answers help us plan
future issues, so please be honest. We'll send ENTER T-shirts

to 25 ofyou, picked at random.

Mail your questionnaire by January 8,1985, to: INPUT #7,

ENTER Magazine, P.O. Box 777, Ridgefield, NJ. 07657

I. Tell us about yourself:

Name . .

Address.

City

Grade Age Male.

.State & Zip.

.Female

T-shirt size Kids I Adult S. M L.

//. We'd like to know about you and computers:

A. Does your family own a computer?

No, but we plan to buy one in the near future.

No, and we have no plans to buy one at this time.

Yes. Which kind? Adam Apple Atari

IBM Commodore 64 VIC-20

Timex/Sinclair TRS-80 (model?).

model)

JJ. 99/4A Other (Indicate name and

(If you answered "Yes," please complete sections B

through E.)

B. What peripherals does your family own? (Check all

that apply) Video game player Disk drive

Joysticks Printer Cassette drive

Modem Touchpad Light pen

Mouse Speech synthesizer Other

(pleaseexplain)

C. What do you and your family do with your com

puter? (Check all that apply) Play games

Homework Word process Create

graphics Write original programs

What else?

D. How often does your family buy new software?

Every month Every 2-6 months

Once or twice a year

How many software packages do you buy at each

purchase? 1 2-5 6-10 More

than 10

f. What type of software program does your family buy

most often? (Check only one)

GAMES (If yes, what kind? Arcade-style

Text Adventure)

BUSINESS

EDUCATIONAL (If yes, what kind? Music

Art/Graphics Computer Programming

Aides Math Science

Social Studies Foreign Language

Spelling Reading/Writing Skills)

.OTHER (What kind?

///. ENTER has been running regular departments for

over a year now. What do you think about these

departments?

Like It OK

Don't

Like It

Don't

Read It

Inside Story

Feedback

Bits

Ask ENTER

Random Access

Software Scanner

User Views

News Beat

Show Beat

Pacesetters

Connections

BASIC Training

IV. Last, but not least: in future issues of ENTER, I'd like

to read about

J
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THEN

Mimic introduces instant evolution!

Meet the Spartan™—the missing link

that turns your Commodore 64™

into a whole new apple.

The Spartan™ now allows you to use

any of the Apple™ 11/11+ hardware

and software you want.

Now, that's natural selection!
CommoaOto M ond CommcuJoro logo aia Ironemorts olComrooOt

FOR INFORMATION

PLEASE WRITE TO:

MIMIC SYSTEMS INC.

1112 FORT ST., FL. 6T

VICTORIA, B.C.

CANADA V8V 4V2

Spaiion- ii a iraawnaft ol Mimic Svitem ifK- ana nai no aHockrtioii wmi
Comrnodo™ S*cnon"ci LW ot Apple CompiMt. Inc



TEST DRIVE
AN ELEPHANT.

Elephant Floppy Disks are the perfect vehicle for storing and pro
tecting data. Because Elephant never forgets. You'll get high performance
that's 1CO% guaranteed for a lifetime of heavy use. So take them for a test
drive. They re available now at your local computer showroom. And

there's no waiting for delivery. For the Elephant dealer nearest you, call

1-800-343-8413. In Massachusetts, call collect (617) 769-8150.

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS.


